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A STATISTICAL SURVEY OF
BEGINNING WIND INSTRUl,IEHTAL METHODS
CIUPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Teachers and supervisors of instrumental mu.sic in the public
schools are alw~s searching for improved instrumental methods and
materials - methods that will bring satisfactory educational results
for their individual situations.
Private teachers seldom agree upon the many technical features
of playing an instrument or in the use of the voice, but the majority
of these teachers produce good musical results. The reasons for this
dissimilarity among teachers about technical and pedagogical procedures
are very subjective and rather intangible. This leads one to believe
that some musical concepts and elements must be'the same among teachers
and among authors of instrumental methods in order to have good musical
results from their teaching.
,
The published instrumental methods would seem to have more
uniformity in pedagogical procedures and in the use of musical elements
than the uniformity among the teachers using the methods. It would also
seem that more scientific research would be needed to create and publish
a me thod than to develop teaching procedures in the use of musical
elements; however. upon investigation of fifty beginning instrumental
methods. the writer can assert that the authors of these methods agree
1
I~
2
and disagree upon many of the elements of teaching instrumental music.
The Educational Music Bureau of Chicago has listed for sale
135 beginning instrumental methods for public school and private teach-
iug. These methods vary in price, size. scope and specific ideas of the
author. Each method represents some degree of research and past in-
strumental experience on the part of the author and editor before these
methocls could have been written and accepted for publication. Each
author has his individual. conception of just what material the method
type of material.
will contain; in the sequence of material; and, in the quantity of each
. PROEL:EM: The purpose of this thesis is to ascer-t sdn to what extent
authors of beginning brass and wood-wind methods agree and disagree upon
the following elements:
I
I
I
1.
2.
a:
5·6.
7·8.
9.
:Breath marks
Systems of counting
Dynamic markings
Fermata marks
Fingering chart
General statements to the pupil
Harmony
Melodies used
l~sical terms and words used in music
a. Ho,\!defined
Repeat markings
Sequence
a. Meter
b. Rhythm
10.
11.
It is also the purpose of this r-eaeerch to give the wri ter a
better insight and understanding of pedagogical proceedings in begin-
ning instrumental music Which will enable him to create, at some futUre
date, an original heterogeneous band method.
i
I
!~
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DEFINITION OF TEm~S:
L Author or authors - shall refer to the authors
of the methods investigated in this study.
2. Writer - shall refer to the author of thi s
thesis.
3. Hethod or methods - shall refer to the methods
investigated in this study.
4. Elements - shall mean the component or essential
parts which constitute the whole of music.
METHOD: The Normative-Survey method of research has been used, employ-
.ing the Documentary Frequency procedures.
SOURCE OF DATA: Fifty instrumental methods of a graded course of study
type were assembled and investigated for the required data.
LIMITATIOl~ Q! ~ STUDY: The purpose of this study is to determine
the extent authors agree or disa~gree upon the several elements. This
is impossible to show in one mathematical rating. Thus, the amount
of agreement or disagreement must be shown in percentages, in devia-
tions and in generalized statements.
A second limitation is that the implications of this study to
educational factors are so great that this thesis can in no way hope
to completely include the entire field and to penetrate deeply into
interrelationships. However, the normative-survey method of research
"stops with the disclosure of facts and a suggesti on of relatively
prominent connections between these and apparent causes."l
1. Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, Douglas E. Scates, The Method-~ 2f Educational Research. New Y~rk: Appleton-Century-crofts, Inc.,
1941.~ p. 293.
If"
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OTHER STUDIES: .As far as the wri tel'was able to ascertain, no other
such research has been published, although an exhaustive search was not
undertaken. It can be stated that forty-five point seven per cent of
the authors investigated in this study were connected with music in
the public schools throughout the United States, and that twenty-five
point seven per cent of the authors were affiliated with universities
and colleges. The remaining hTenty-eight point six per cent were
active in the professionaJ. aspect of music. such as pri va.te teaching.
composition or public performer.
Thus, we might say that each author has -had enough eJ."Perience
to write his method and that each author m~ have conducted personal
research before attempting to write his method. Ho,..ever, no definite
statement can be given to the fact that research had been conducted
by the majority of the authors.
'~
CHAPTER. II
FINDIIJGS
Part 1
Breath Marks
Breath marks. regardless of their degree of importance in
the instruction of instrumental music, is one element which can be
used to measure the extent of agreement among the authors of instl~-
mental methods.
The correct application of the breath to produce tones of good
quality and to sustain phrases throughout their musical limit is one
fundamental technique which the beginning instrumental player needs
to develop. Intelligen.t use of the breath is very important to the
brass and wood-wind players and should be considered in beginning
/
instruction with the same d:egree of import as bow technique receives
by the string player.l If we agree that breath control is necessary
to the pupil, then the pupil must be guided to develop and use his
breath correctly. To develop this breath control some device is
needed. The most insuring way is by the utilization of breath marks.
Eighty per cent of the authors investigated in this study
used breat~ marks to some extent in their methods. The remaining twenty
per cent m~r have considered breath marks unnecessary or that the
1. T. F. Norman, Instrumental Music in the Public School.
Philadelphia: Oliver Ditson Co., 1939. p. 28~---
5
6process of developing breath control was an individual ma.tter and
different in scope for each pupil. The statement was made by some
authors that the placement of breath marks throughout their methods
was very subj ective and that breath marks could be eliminated or changed
to apply to the individual teaching situation. Thus, the writer would
s~ that some breath marks are needed, but they should be employed
only to meet current needs for each individual pupil.
Table I shows the extent that each author deviated from the
average use of the breath marks. Thi s amount of agreement is ex:pressed
in Z scores found after computing the standard deviation for the total
group of authors. The average number of breath marks per method was
found to 1:)eone hundred and eighty-one point seven. The size of one
standard deviation is two hundred and fourteen point n f.ne , The methods
will be shown in Table I and all following tables by a series of class-
ification and accession numbers. The key to the numbers along with
each method's title, author and copyright date will be given in the
.Appendix.
Implications of Table I
The distribution of Z scores is considered to be normal when
68.27% of the cases or authors have a Z score of between less than
one standard deviation plus or minus, and 90% of the cases falling
between a plus or minus 1.645 standard deviations.l
1. 92% of the authors possessed such Z scores, thus
producing a normal distribution.
l.
Statistics.
Frederick E. Croxton and Dudly J. Cowden, A~plied General
Ne,,' York: Prentice-F.a.ll, Inc., 1939. p, 2 ~5.
7CrABLE I
Z SCORES OF BREA'fH MAr{KS *
===-
METHODS , Z .sOORES ' I METHODS Z SCORESI , 1
1-1 • 53 II 5-2 .391-2 .06 I I 5-5 ·52
1-3 5·82 II 5-4 .851-4 e 58 ' , 6-1 .86
1-5 .20 II 6-2 .82
:1:-6 .58 ' , 6-5 .57
1-7 .47 I I 6-4 .85
1-8 1.26 I I 6-5 .79
1-9 1.67 ' 1 6-6 .82
1-19 • 21.~ ,, 6-7 .82
1-11 ·51 I' 6-8 ·552-1 .45 I' 6-9 1.06
2-2 ·55 I' 6-10 ·722-3 .06 ' , 6-11 .85
2-4 1.85 I' 6-12 .85
2-5 .85 I' 6-13 .42
3-1 ·32 I I 7-1 .76
3-2 .06 I' 7-2 .85
5-3 .72 I' 8-1 .79
3-4 ·55 II 8-2 .854-1 ·52 ' , 8-5 .414-2 .85 II 9-1 .85
4-5 1.7, II 9-2 .794-4 .99 II 9-5 2.12
5-1 .85 ' , 9-4 .78
* PIUB Z scores are represented in black figures
Minus Z scores are represented in red figures
2. 86% of the authors possessed Z scores which deviated
less than one standard deviation plus or minus.
3. 10% of the authors po sseased Z scores which deviated
a plus one or a minus one standard deviation.
4. 2% of the authors possessed Z scores which deviated
a plu.s two or a minus two standard deviations.
5. 2% of the authors possessed Z scores which deviated
a plus three or a minus three standard deviations.
This leads the writer to generalize that the authors in this
study agree rather closely as to the number of breath marks to use in
a beginning instrumental. method.
Part 2
Systems of Oounting
The great importance of rhythm to the total musical result is
recognized by music authorities as being true. Rhythm is an indis-
pensable part of music which needs to be analysed before the player
can understand the music in all its essential aspects. "Understand the
rl'!..ythmand you will understand the tune. ,,1 Olella Perkins writes that
rhythm is the basic factor in music, poetry and dance, and. that the
sense of rhythm is the most profound and. enduring satisfaction felt
qy man.2 The statement by Mr. Wilson that music contains tones. but
the life of music is determined by the organi zation of these tones
into r~..ythm,is another proof of the importance of rhythm.3
The final rhythmic resul,ts which seem so natural and automatic
and essential to the educated listener can be reduced to a scientific
function in mathematical formulae. The process of dividing or sub-
dividing beats, and of adding beats to a beat, or, part of beats to
a beat to produce the correct mental conception of the rhythmic value
is a fundamental mathematical process. Mr. Righter again states that
1. Charles B. Righter, Success in Teaching School Orchestras
~ Bands. Minneapolis: Paul A. Schmitt Music 00•• 1945. p. 1~-3.
2. Olalla L. Perkins, How to Teach Music to Children. Chicago:
Hall & McCleary Co•• 1936. p. 198. - --- - -
3· Harry R. Wilson, Music in the High School. nevI York:
Silver Burdett, 1941. p. 236.
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fingers cannot produce correctly any rhythm which the brain does not
comprehend. Rhythm is aJ.lied with emotions, but some intellectual.
process is needed to produce the correct rhythmic outcome.1
To help the pupils solve the pro1)lem of transferring :nathe-
matical knowledge into pulsations and rhythmic responses, two systems
have been advocated by the authors represented in thd s study. They are:
1. The foot beating system or visual signs -
arrows or lines.
2. The number counting system.
Table II shows in detail the systems wi th their variations
as used in each method for specific rhythmic patterns. The variations
fall logically into the two main systems of counting, but these varia-
tiona are the result of each author's ideas to increase the pupills
ability to comprehend the rhythm through visnal symbols and signs.
The XiS in Table II indicate that the above method used the specific
counting for the given rhythm.
Implications of Table II
1. Distribution of counting systems.
a. 46% of the authors favored only the
number counting system.
b. 409& of the authors advocat ed using both
the foot beating and number counting system.
c. 10~ of the authors published no counting
system.
1. C. B. Righter, 01" cit., p. lW+.
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TABLE IX.
SYSTEMS OF OOUNTING RHY'rBM
SYSTElvlS AND 1<IETHODS REPOR'I'ING
VARIATIONS
NQ~ber Counting '1-111-2'1-5'1-4'1-5'1-6'1-711-811-9'1-1011-11'2-1'2_2
I i I I I I , , I , , I I
1 254
1-2-5-4
x x x x x x x x x x
x x
125
(1) (2) 0)
x x x x x x x x
x
1 2
1 & 2 &
x
x x x x x x x x
1 da & de.
1 a & a
1 + + +
1 2
x
x x
x x x
x x x
125 456
125 )+56
1 2
J 25156
x x x x
x x x x
x
125 225
1+-+ or 2aa x x x
1 254 x x
1 2-5 4
1 254 x x
Foot Beating
Shown by Ar-r-ows x x x x x
Shown by Lines x
Nothing Indicated'
12
'fABLEII (Oontinued)
SYSTEMS p.lm
VARIATIONS t·1ETHODS REPORTnrG
Number Counting :2-312-4'2-5'3-113-21 3-3' :5-L~I4-114-214-3'4-415-115-2
1 2 :54 x x x x x x x x
1-2-3-4 x x x
1 2 ; x x x x x x
(1) (2 ) (3)
1 2
1 &, 2 &,
x
x x x x x x
1 da &, da
1 a & a
1 + +- f-
1 2
x
x
x
125 456
123 4561 2
12; 156
x x x x x
x x x
123 22;
1tT or 2aa
1 2 ;;4 x x
1 2-3 lj.
1 2 ;5 4
Foot Beatlng
Shown by arrows x x x x x x
Shown by linea x x
Nothing indicated' x x
Number Counting :5-3!5-LtI6-1!6-216-3'6-4t6-516-6!6-716-816-916~lOI6-11
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TABLE n (Continued)
SYSTEI\1S AND
VARIATIONS 1·1ETHODSREPOR'rING
x x
x
x
x x x x x x x
123
(1) (2) (3)
x x x x x
x x
1 2
1 & 2 &
x x
x x x x x x x x x
1 de. & de.
1 a & a.
1 + ... t
1 2
x
x
x x
x
123 456 x x x x x x
123 ~56 x x
123 156 x
123 223 x x
l++or 2aa.
). 2 ;5 4 x x x
1 2-; 4 x
1 2 ;5 4 x
Foot Beating
Shown by arrows x x x
Shown by lines
Nothing indicated'
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TABLE II (Continued)
SYSTEMS AND
VARIATIONS METHODS REPORTING
Number Counting 16-1216-15'7-117-2'8-118-218-,19-1'9-2'9-;'9-4
1 254
1-2-;-4
x x x x x
x x x x
123
(1) (2) (?)
x
x
1 2
1 & 2 & x x x x x x
1 da & da.
1 a.& a
11-+t-
1 2
x
123 l~56
12; 4561 2
123-'/56
x x
x
125 223
1+ f or 2a.a.
x
1 2 3 l~ x x
1 2-; 4 x x
1 2 ; l~ x
Foot Beating
Shewn by arrows x x x x x x
Shown by lines
Nothing indicated I x x
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d. 4% of the authors advocated using the foot
beating system only.
2. The number counting system appears to be the most
universally used a~ong the authors represented in
this study. 86% advocated the number counting system
with 40% of this 86% promoting both number counting
and foot beating; thus, giving an indication that
foot beating. a physical process, may be needed to
supplement the number counting system, a mental process.
Mr. James Mursell advises that counting out rhythm is
valuable to establish a sense of·rhythms, although
it is not the only method of achieving the feeling
of the beat. If counting is used to bring order into
rhythmic patterns, then counting is justified; but.
if the pupil depends upon this arithmetical process
for the entire rhythmic feeling, then count Lng should
be considered defective.l
3. The 10% of the authors who published no system for
counting. conceived that such a crutch was unnecessary
or that the job of teaching rhythm and the counting
of rhythm should be given entirely to the individual
teacher.
4. The foot beating system was advocated by only 4%
of the authors as a sole system of counting, although
it was used as a supplement to the number counting
system by 40% of the authors. This could indicate that
foot beating is considered to be a defective system,
or that the authors fall back upon foot beating only
as a foundation to establish the pulsation. or it is
used as a physical aid or crutch. The importance of
pulsation should not overshadow the relative note
values and the true basis of rhythm. The appropriate
amount of pulsation will improve the pl~ing of rhythmic
patterns. 2
The variations in counting specific rhythms were rather inter-
esting, aJ.though no definite conclusions· could be drawn. The reason
being that even though 90% of the authors used some device for counting
1. James L. Mursell, Music in American Schools. New York:
Silver Burdett Oo ,.; 1943. p, 223. - -
2. C. B. Righter. Ope cit., p. 34.
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rhythms, all 90% did not show counting for all of the specific rhythms.
Thus, the following percentages show only what was found and do not
represent the total 90% mlt only the frequency that the counting of
specific rhythms and variations was used.
1. The 1 2 3 4 counting for the whole, half and quarter
note rhythm was used by 66% of the authors.
The 1-2-3-)+ count i ng for the same rhythm was used by24% of the authors.2.
3· The ~arter rests were treated as regular quarternotes by 40% of the authors. although 48% of the
authors gave a counting device to the quarter rest.
4. 58% of the authors counted the eighth note rhythm
as IIone and two and, II although only 6l~;.'& 0 f the
authors reported. countings for this rhythm.
5· The foUJ'variations for counting sixteenth notes werealmost equally divided.
6. Six-eight rhythm was indicated by 34% of the authors
in a slow 1 2 3 4 5 6, while 24% made specific examples
of dividing the measure and rhythm into two beats.
7· Tied notes did not concern the authors to any great
extent. 13% of the authors counted the tied notes in
the srunemanner as they did for the whole, half and
quarter notes - mainly counting pulsations.
8. From the 44% of the authors using the foot beating .
system, 40% used arrows to show pulsations and div-
isions of the beat, \,!hile6% used lines. One author
used both ar-rows and lines.
Part 3
D,ynamic Markings
The use of dynamics in the instruction of an instrument can
be postponed for the beginner until he has acquired the technical ability
of reading and fingering the notes correctly and unt Ll, he has established
an embouchure and a fair quality of tone. This was found to be true in
the methods investigated. No dynamic markings were used before the
pupil had established a satisfactory tone and before some teclnlical
ability had been achieved.
D,ynamics can be exercised in instrumental teaching to adjust
and develop t.hepupil's smbcuchur e and breath control as well as to
lead the pupil into melodic phrasing and good musical concepts. D.1-
namics are used in music as a means of high lighting or shading the
~Qsical line.l D,ynamic changes must be controlled by the breath and
diaphragm. 2
Degrees of dynamics are relative. A pupil should extend his
dynamic range from the softest tone possible for him to produce to the
lpudest tone within his capacity. The dynamic level which the pupil
plays will fall between pianissimo and fortissimo.3 Some pianissimo
1. Edwin J. Stringham, Listening to Music Creatively. New
York: Prentice-Rall, Inc., 1946. p. 26.
2. Bernar-d Fitzgerald. ":Brass Clinic, II The..Instrumentalist,
Vol. I, No.1, (September-October, i91~6). p , 14.
3. C.:B. Righter, op. cit., p. 179.
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and much medi~~ playing are needed in every rehearsal. Fortissimo is
an effect to be used sparingly and reserved for the proper occasion.l
Music with extreme range in dynamics is detremental to the player unless
used in mOderation.2
Table III shows in detail the dynamic markings each author
employed and to what extent each marking was applied.
Implications of Table III
The number of methods using each marking is:
1. 98% of the authors recommended using both the crescendo
and the diminuendo markings.
2. 94% of the authors reco~~ended using the piano and
the forte marking.
3. 81~% 0f the authors recomm ended us ing markings which
are softer thancpiano.
4. 605& of the authors recommended using markings ~ich
are louder than forte.
5. 50% of the authors recommended using the mezzo-piano
marking.
6. 86% of the authors recommended that the mezzo-forte
dynamic marking should be used.
The ranges of percentages for each dynamic marking are:
1. The smallest ranges of percentages were shown to be
under the mezzo-piano and the fortissimo marking.
a. Mezzo-piano with a range of 15.5. but used
by only 50% of the authors.
b. Fortissimo with a range of 28.6, but used
1. Clarence E. Gates, "Strife :Begins at Forte." The Instru-
mentalist. Vol. II, No.4, (March-April, 1947). p. 19.
2. Van :Bodegraven, The School Music Conductor. Chicago:
Hall & McCreary Co., 1942. p:-97.
19
'rABLE III
DISTRI3UT ION OF' DYNAMIC l,t~,RKINGS FOR EAOH METHOD*
I I
METHODS 'Crase.' Dim. pp p mp mf f ffI I
1-1 56.4 56.4 18.2 9·11-2 27·5 26.7 .8 12·5 3·, 15.0 12·5 1.71-3 I 10.8 I 9.9 I ·9 I 9·3 I 6..8 I 28·5 I 32·5 I 1.21-4 I 57.2 I 51.0 I 1.6 I 10.9 I 2·3 I 10.9 I ,.9 I 2·31-5 I 18.0 I 11.3 I .6 I 28.7 , 9·3 I 29·5 I 2.71-6 I 39.9 I 31.4 I 2.0 I 7.1 I ,.0 I 8.8 I 6..4 I 1.41-7 I 1l.6 I 7.8 I 3..1 ! 22·5 ! 19.4 I 54.9 I .81-8 I 17.4 ! 8.7 I 4.3 I 26.1 2..1 I 34.8 I 6..5 I1-9 I 22.1 I 19.6 I 5.8 I 23·3 I I 17·5 I i r.e I1-10 ! 25.3 I 20..9 I 1.2 13.9 I 5.8 I 19.8 12.5 I 2·31-11 t 14..5 I 8.2 I 4.Lt 27.7 I .6 I 23.3 20.1 I 1·32-1 I 16.6 I 14.2 I 6..2 I 21·5 I I 16.1 I 14.2: I 13.42-2 I 22.7 I 14.7 I 1..8 I 20.2 I .6 I 17.8 I 17.8 I 4.32-3 , 25.4 , 24·.6 I .9 I 13.2 I 3·5 I 16.7 I 14.0 I 1.82-4 56.4 I 22.6 I 1.6 I 9.7 ! 9.7 I
2-5 15·7 I 22.9 , 11.4 I 2l..4 I I 20.0 I 4., I 4.53-1 I 22.9 I 20.9 I 2.1 I 18.8 I 8.3 I l~..2 I 18.8 I 4.2
3-2 I 25·9 ! 25.0 I ·9 1 12.9 I 2.6 I 16.4 I 14.7 , 1.73-3 I 10.7 I 5.6 I 5·6 I 17.9 I 3.6 I 21.4 I 10.7 I 28.63-4 I 26.1 I 50.6 I ..3 I 6..4 ! 4.5 , 18.8 I 15.4 I4-1 9.8 I 21.9 ! I 26.8 I ! 41.5 I4-2 24.4 I 21.0 I 4.0 I 21.6 ! ., I 10.0 , 13..8 I 4.8
4-3 50•0 I 50.0 I4-4 1 35.4 I 25·9 I 1.3 i 8.9 I 1.9 I 9·5 I 17.1 I5-1 , 22.8 I 17.l~ I 2.2 I 15·2 I 2.2 I 18·5 I 21.7 ,
5-2 I 20.4 I 22·5 I 2..9 I 29.2 I I 22·5 I 2·55-5 I 51·5 I 28.9 I 8.6 I 15.6 I 15..6 I
5-4 I 14.7 I H.O I 1~8 I 22e9 I I 40.4 I 7., I 1.8
6-1 19., I 25·8 I , 25.8 I 8.1 I 21.0 !
6-2 29.1 I 29..4 I ·5 I 11.6 , ~.,I 13·2 , 1l.9 I6-3 I 32.4 1 27.0 , 1.,8 I 12.6 , 9.0 I 9·9 I 6.5 I .96-4 I 2.2,,41 22.11-I 1.7 I 8..6 I 15·5 15·5 I 1,.8 I6-5 I 17., I 19.0 I 2.6 I 29.7 , 8.8 I 21.51 I .76-6 , 18.1 I 21.7 I 4.0 ! 35·8 I 19.9 I .4
6_7 I 40.6 I 40.6 I 1.6 12·5 1.6 I 3·1 II6-8 , 19.2 , 20.0 , 1.6 15·2 I 7.2 , 20.8 15.2 I .8
6-9 , 31·5 I 25·5 I ,.4 I 6.0 I 24.2 6.0 I 3.46-10 I 20.0 , 20.0 , 40.0 I I 20.0
6-11 I 33·, I 33.3 I 1·5 I 16.7 I 4'.5 I 10.6 I6-12
6-13 4.2 , 2.1 I ro,« I 20.8 , , 20.8 I 18.8 I 22.9
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TABLE In (Continued)
METHODS 'Crese.' Dim. I pp
7-1
(-2
8-1
8-2
8-3
9-1
9-2
9-)
9-4
p
I 12., I 22.1 I
I 35.1 I 58..8 I
I 10.9 I 7.8 I
I 19.0 I 9..5 I
I 12.5 I 2 ..1 I
I 36,,4 I 36.4 '
I 27.7 I 36.2 I
I 31.8 ! 20.9 I
I 23.4 I 9.2 I
*
mp mf f
5·7 I 29.5 I
1.7 I 16.5 I
1.6 I 29..7 I4.8 I 38.1 I
10.4 20.8 I 10.4 I
3.0 12..1 I
6..5 I 17.4 I
~·.8 I 17.8 I
1..4 I 13.5 I
..6 I 6.1 125 ..8 '
4.1 5.8 1
1.6 I 10.9 29.7 I
9.5 19,,0 I
22.9 18..8 I
9.1 I ;;'.0 I
6.5! 7.2 I
~·.8' 9.9' 8.2'
I 24.1 I 22.7 I
ff
2.1
The above figures indicate percente.ges ,
The percentages are based upon the total number of dynamic
markings used in each method.
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by only 60% of the authors.
2. The largest ranges of percentages w'ere shown to be
under the markings ~lich were used by 75% or more of
the authors.
a. Crescendo, with a range of 56.4 and used by
98% of the authors.
b. Diminuendo, wi th a range of 50 and used by
98% of the authors.
c. Forte, with a .range of 41. 5 and used by 94~6
of the authors.
d. MezZO-forte, with a range of 40.h and used by
86% of the authors.
3· The piano marking with a r ange of 35.8 and used by94% of the authors is an exception to the above cases.
This leads the wr~ter to generalize these conditions into one
statement: That the smaller ranges of percentages, which indicate a
rather close agreement among the authors as to the extent that each
dynamic marking was utilized, are small only because the number of authol'S
using these markings was also relatively small - less than 75% 0 f the total
number of authors - and that as more au. tho r s use a marking. the amount
. of disagreement becomes more apparent.
The writer was interested in the results obtained f r-omcomput-
ing standard deviations for each dynamic marking and the Z scores for
each method.
Te.ble IV shows the Z scores for each marking.
From the Z scores in Table IV can be seen some agreement among
the authors in the use of dynamic markings and the amount of deviati on.
Table V shows a close agreement among the authors as to their
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TABLE IV
Z SCORES OF' EACH DYNAMIC MARKING*
METHODS 'Cresco I Dim. I pp P lUp mf f **ffI
1-1 .98 ! .81 I .74 I ·91 ! .60 ! .95 I ·97 ' .64-1-2 .04 , .2l ! .54 I ·79 .20 I .05 I ·50 I .181-5 .11 I .24 ! .14- I .25 5.83 I 5.68 ! 4.02 0271-4 ·57 .54 I .34 I .1~2 • 0.00 I .25 I .78 .051-5 .17 ·32 I .54 I .76 , .60 I .25 I 1.09 I .271-6 I 3.05 I 2.54 .46 t 051 , 1.21 I .56 I .11 e .271-7 '·59 , ·59 ft .01 I .19 I .60 I ·31 I 1.14 I .411-8 .94 I .81 ! •51~ I .50 I .40 I .15 I .87 I .641-9 I 2.66 I 2.61 I 4..87 I 3.61 .60 I 3.)3 I 1.72 ! .641-10 .42 I .29 I .54 .50 ..40 , .10 I .49 I .1<:~1-11 I ·51 I .47 I .66 .80 I ..40 I .91 I ·52 ..182-' .11 I .17 ! 1.86 I .84 I .60 I ,,61 I .42 4.85- ...2-2 .18 I .06 I .14 I .35 I .1W ·51 I ·57 I .962-3 ..10 I .09 I .54 I .)8 .20 .05 I .25 I .18
2-h .11 I ..44 I .74 I .95 .60 I .65 I .73 I .642-5 .74 t -36 .86 I .)8 I .60 I .25 I .87 1 ..055-1 .74 I ·59 .51~ 6 .62 , .20 I .85 I ·58 ! .183-2 .06 I .13 I .54 .38 0.00 I .05 .20 I .18
3-3 I 1.02 I .93 I .54 , .79 .40 I .65 .87 I 1..195-4 , 1.78 I .27 I .54 I .18 2.22 I 2.02 I 1.00 I .644-1 .98 I .63 I •71~ I .54 .60 I ·95 I .20 I' .644-2 I 1.63 I 1.56 I 1.86 ! 1.82 I .40 I -51 1.09 I 2..794-3 .)8 I .17 I .74 I .99 I .60 I .95 1 ..02 1 .64
4-l~ .96 I .58 I .54 I .42 I 0.00 I .20 I .28 I .6l~
5-1 .58 I e;6 I .54 .42 ! .20 I .10 I .06 • .64
5-2 .61 , 1.07 I .66 , 1.86 I .60. I .95 I 1.·57 I .7~5-3 029 I .45 I .74 I .54 I .60 I .06 I .14 .6
5-4 .56 I .51 I .;)4- I .o~! .60 1.26 , .65 I .186-1 .70 I .56 I .74 I .3 .60 .70 I .39 I .64
6-2 2.69 ! 5.14 I .34 ! ·l~, 2.63 I 1·Z2 , 1.09 I .646-3 .15 I .17 I .34 I • G I 1.41 I • 0 .68 I .41
6-4 .66 I .48 .54 I .79 I 1.21 , .50 I .63 I .61~
6-5 .75 , 1.22 I .86 I 2.71 I .60 I .41 I 2.20 I .186-6 .33 I .88 I 1.06 , 2·31 .60 I .95 I 1..14 I .41
6-7 .21 .01 I 54 I .66 .60 I .90 I .92 , .64
6-8 .28 .02 I • 4 .22 I 1.21 I .36 I .11 I .41.36_0 .54 I .47 I .74 I .79 I 1.21 I .86 I .58 I ."'0-' .34 ,,60 1.02 .416-10 I 1.09 1 .95 I .99 I I .95 I I
6-11 .55 I .14 I .54 I .54 I .60 I .80 .68 I .64
6-12 ' 1.12 I .96 I .74 I .99 ! .60 I .95 1.02 I .6l~
6-15 I 1.05 I .14 I .26 I .58 I .60 I Al~ , .58 I 1.88
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TABLE 'DT (Continued)
METHODS 'Cresco I Dim. , pp : I p mp mf f ff,
7-1 •Lf2I ·59 I .46 I .96 I .40 ' .41t I 1.00 I .6Lf
7-2 .29 , .81 , .34 I .18 , .60 ' .70 I .68 I .64
8-1 .88 I .78 1 .511- I .22 , .40 I .60 I .11 I ·508-2 .98 1 .89 I .54 I .66 I .60 I .85 , .82 t .64
8-5 .91 I .95 I .26 I .58 1 .40 I .40 I .58 I .41
9-1 .70 I .51 I .54 1 .85 I .60 I .80 1 .97 I • 6l~
9-2 .06 I .92 1,1.06 I .01 , .60 I .50 1 .511- I. .73
9-3 I 2.16 I 1·35 I 2.06 I 1.13 2.22 I ·51 I .15 I ·5°
9-4 .04 I .47 .34 1 .22 .60 I .76 I ·52 I 1.19
* Plus Z scores are represented in black figuresIvTinusZ scores are represented in red figures
** The size of one standard deviation for:a. Cresco is 28.28
b. Dim. is 26.55
c. pp is 4.99
d. p is 24.57
e. mp is 4.95
f. rof ia 19.85
g. f is 20.86
h. ff is 4.57
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TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF HE'rI-IODS
IN REGARD TO THE DEVIATION OF' Z SOORES
PER CENT OF 1,mTHODS
I,~RKINGS A I B 0 D E F' *
Crescendo 100 80 12 6 2 0
Diminuendo 100 86 8 4 2 0
Pf.ards sdrno 98 88 8 2 0 2
Piano 100 88 6 4 2 0
Mezzo-Piano I 100 82 10 6 2 0
Mezzo-forte I 100 90 It 2 4 0
Forte 98 72 211- 2 0 2
Fortissmo 98 90 6 2 0 2
* Key to Table V1. The figures in the! column represent the per cent
of methods falling within the normal distribution.
2. The figures in the ~ column represent the per cent
of methods falling between 1'es9than one standard
deviation plus or minus.
,. The figures in the Qcolumn represent the per cent
of methods falling between one standard deviation
plus or minus.
4. The figL~es in the Q column represent the per cent
of methods falling between two standard deviations
plus or minus.
5. The figures in the ~ column represent the per cent
of methods falling between three standard devLa'td.ons
plus or minus.
6. The figt~es in the E column represent the per cent
of methods falling between four standard deviations
plue or minus.
Z scores for each dynamic marking.
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Implications of Table V
1. The distri1:ru.tionof Z scores for each dynam l.cmarking
fell within the normal distribution range.
2. Seven out of the eight dynamic markings possessed
Z scores which deviated less than one standard de-
viation, plus or minus, in 75% or more of the methods
for each marking.
a. In the eighth marking, 72% of the methods
possessed Z scores which also deviated less
than one standard deviation plus or minus.
3· The sum of the percentages of the methods which deviatedplus or minus one standard deviation is 7g;~. The
percentage of each method which deviate one standard
deviation plus or minus fall within the lower quartile.
4. The swn of the percentages of the methods which deviate
a plus or minus two standard deviations is 2S~, and
the percentage of each method is wi thin the lower
decimal.
5· The sum of the percentages of the methods which deviatea plus or minus-three standard deviations is 12% for
five markings. The remaining three markings, pianissimo,
forte and' fortissimo dietnot deviate this anount.
6. The sum of the percentages of the methods which deviated
a plus or minus four standcu'd deviations is 6% for only
three markings, pianissimo, forte and fortissimo.
The above percentages and Z scores reveal a rather close agree-
ment among the authors as to the type and amount of dynamic markings in
a beginning instrumental method.
Part 4
Fermata
The fermata marks are of general importance in music for
altering the strict rhyt~~ic pattern to the pleasure of the performer or
conductor.l In beginning instnmlental methods the fermata increases its
duties to include the process of sustaining notes in order that the pupil
may be able to establish the tone and/or to improve tone quality.
The three classifications of usage that are employed in begin-
ning instl~mental methods are:
1. Fermata marks within the melodic line.
2. Fermata marks at the fine or over the double bar.
3. Fermata marks over notes in order that tones can be
established or tone quality improved.
Table VI shows in detail the extent that each classification
was used in each method.
Implications of Table VI
The percentages of methods exercising the fermata marks are:
1. 96% of the authors used the fermata mark in one or more
of the above classifications.
2. 88% of the au.thors advocated using the ferma.-tamark in
the melodic line.
3. 68% of the authors advocated using t~e fermata mark at
the fine or over the double bar.
4. 34% of the authors advocated using the fermata mark to
1. H. C. Colles, ed. t Gro~ Dictionary of Music ~ Musicians.
New York: Macmillan Company. 192~L Vol. IV, p. 98•
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TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF TES USE OF FERMi\. TA MARKS *
HETHODS MELODIC LINE AT THE FINE TO ESTABLISH TONES
1-1 65 2 551-2 75 251-3 9 911-4 95 51-5 15 6 791-6 38 62
1-7 69 311-8 48 3 491-9 95 5 441-10 44 12
1-11 87 13
2-1 74 26
2-2 25 6 69
2-3 80 20
2-4 86 14
2-5 100
5-1 67 53
3-2 80 20
3-3 70 10 20
5-4 62 38
4-1 1004-2 45 55
4-3 100ll·_4 56 4l~
5-1 83 17
5-2 100
5-3 100 845-4 15
6-1 876-2 11 2
6-3 8 92
6-lt 25 75
6-5 21 11 68
6-6 100
6-7 100 656-8 556-9 9Lf 6
6-10 20 4 76
6-11 87 136-12 7~ 27)
6-13 46 54
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'rABLE VI (Continued)
METHODS 1 MELODIC LINE I AT THE FINE I TO IZSTASLISH TONES
7-17-2
8-1
8-2
8-5
9-1
9-2
9-)
9-L~
87
67
92
100
86
, ,
I
15
)5
8
100
100
17
* The above fig'u.rea ind icate percentages, and the percent-
8f!eS are based UDonthe total number of fermata marks
~~ed by each method.
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establish tones and to improve tone quality.
This leads the wri ter to believe that the main use for the fermata
marks in beginning instrumental methods is in the melodic line; however,
upon further investigation of Table VI, we find:
1. Only 18% of the authors used the fermata mark in all
three classifications.
2. 56% of the authors us ed the fermata in two of the class-
ifications:
a. 42% of the above 58% combined the fine and the
melodic line classifications.
b. 2% of the above 56% combined the fine and the
establishment of tone classifications.
c. l~·% of the above 58% combined the melodic line
and the establishment of tone classifications.
3. 20% of the authors used the fermata mark in but one of
the above classifications:
a. 14% of the above 20% used the fermata mark only
in the melodic line.
b. 6% of the above 20% used the fermata mark only
at the fine or double bal',
4. 4% of the authors used no fermata marks.
No definite generalized statement can be made here, except that
the greater use of the fermata marks, as shown in Table VI, is in the
melodic line classification, and that the fermata mark used in establish_
ing tones and/or to improve tone qQality was least employed.
Table VII shows the Z scores of the total number of fermata marks
used in each meth.od. The size of one standard deviation represented1n
Table VII 1s 33.44.
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TABLE VII
Z SCORES OF FEH}.IIATA HfLRKS *
r~ETHODS I Z SOORES 1 I METHODS I Z SCORESI - 11 1 -
1-1 .61 I I 5-2 .821-2 ·37 II 5-3 .671-5 4.55 11 5-4 .071-4 ~25 I I 6-1 .851-5 1.18 II 6-2 ·521-6 1.87 11 6-5 .701-7 .70 11 6-4 .751-8 .97 11 6-5 .971-9 .28 II /' " .820-01-10 .31 II 6-7 .76
1-11 ·52 II 6-8 .25,2-1 .28 11 6-9 .542-2 1.18 II 6-10 2.852-3 .40 It 6-11 .612-4 .22 I' 6-12 .40
2-5 .40 ' , 6-13 .463-1 .13 II 7-1 .575-2 .40 II 7-2 .763-3 .91 II 8-1 .493-4 .1~6 II 8-2 .79
1~-1 .82 1 , 8-3 .43
1~-2 ·52 ' I 9-1 .854-3 .40 II 9-2 .044-4 ·58 I' 9-3 .405-1 .67 II 9-4 .49
* Plus Z scores are represented in blackfigures.
Hinus Z scores are represented in red
figures.
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Implications of Table VII
1. 94% of the authors possessed Z scores which created
a normal distribution.
2. 90% of the authors possessed Z scores which deviated
less than one standard. deviation plus or minus.
3·
\
6% of the authors -possessed Z scores which deviated
one standard deviation plus or minus.
4. 2% of the authors possessed Z scores ",hich deviated
two standard deviations plus or minus.
5· .2% of the authors possessed Z scores which deviated
four standard deviations plus or minus.
Thus, the ".,riterbelieves that the authors again agree rather
cloself concerning the extent of use of fermata marks in beginning
instrumental methods. However, they do not agree as to the nomencl~
ture of the fermata sign. The terms, fermata, hold and pause were used
in about equal proportion and used interchangably by some authors.
Part 5
Fingering Charts
Fingering charts, although condemned by some instrumental
teacl:lersbecause they confuse rather than help the pupil, are still
an i tam interesting to measure. i"e find that 76% of the authors
utilized fingering charts while in 24% of the methods, no fingering
charts were found. Thus. the above percentages give us some veri-
fication as to the usefulness of the fingering chart, at least in the
eyes of the authors investigated in this study.
Table VIII shows the methods ,,;hichused a fingering chart and
the details as to the charts' contents.
Implications of Table VIII
The percentage for each detail used in the fingering charts
is based upon the 76% of the authors who sa methods contained such charts.
1. The average number of pages which the fingering
charts received was 1.4 pages - quarto size.
2. The average n~nber of staffs which each fingering
chart contained was 6.s. These staffs did not
necessarily run the total length or width of the
page, but at times were broken to various lengths.
Each length then was counted.
3· The sequence of notes in the fingering chart was:
a. BO~ of the authors used the chromatic
sequence.
b. 12% of the authors used. the harmonic series
sequence. Thi s sequence was used mostly
32
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TABLE VIII
DETAILS OF FINGERING CHART
DETAILS
Chart used
No chart used
Size of chart **
Number of staffs
Sequence
Chromatic
Diatonic
Harmonic series
Trill fingering shown I
Alternate fingering
shown
Register shown
Fingering indicated
for new tones
throughout method
Security of the chart I
Bound-with
Separate
Perforated
III ustra t ions
Dr aw.i.ng s
Photo process
I~
METHODS REPORTING *
x x X
I X I I X I 'x I
x X
I X I I X
x
I 1 I
I 8 I
I 1 I
I 8 I
1 1 I
t 2 I
'1/3'
I :3 I
! 2
t 38 I
t 1
I 7
x x x x x
x x
x
I X I X txt X I X I X ' X I X I X I X I X t X
x x x x
x
x
x x
x x
JORDAN C':)lLEGE OF MUSIC
23063
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TABLE VIII (Continued)
l~ETHODS REPORTINGDETAILS
:2-2: 2-3'2-412-5' 3-113-2' 3-3' :<;_1~1 4-114-2 I Ll--;l) '4-4'5-1
I 1 1 , I '1'/ 1 I 1 ./ I
Chart used x X; x x x x x x x x x xNo chart.used I x I
Size of chart • 1 , 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 11/2' 1 I , 1 I 2 , 1 I 2Number of staffs I :3 I la' 9 I 5 I 4 , 6 , 5 I 4 I I :3 I 10' 6 , 2
Sequence
Chromatic x x x x x x x x xDiatonic x x xHarmonic ser r es x x x
Trill fingering shown I
Alternate fingering
shown x
Register shown x x x x
Fingering indicated
for new tones
throughout method I X I X ' X I X I X I X I X ' X I , X I 1 X I
Security of the chart I
Bound-with x
Separate
Ferfora ted
x x x x x x x
xx x
III ustrat ions
Drawings
Photo process
x x I X
x x
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TABLE VII I (Continued)
DETAILS
METHODS RIi;PORTnm
t __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~~~ ~
15-215-315-416-116-216-~'6-4'6-516-616-716-8'6-916_10I I I I 1'/ , I , , I ! I
Chart used
No chart used
x x x x x X
I X '
x x X
I X I
x x
Size of chart
Number of staffs
I 1 I 3 12' 3 I 4 I
5 I 5 ! 10' 1 ' 6
I 2 I 1 I 1 I
I 6 ' 5 ' 9 I
Sequence
Chromatic
Diatonic
Harmonic series
x x x x x x x x x x x
Trill fingering shown
Alternate fingering
shown
Register shown
x
x
x
x x
x
x x x
x
x x
x x
Fingering indicated
for new tones
throughout method I x I X I X , X I X I I X I X , X I X , , IX X x
Security of the chart I
Bou._n.d-with x x x x x x x xSeparate x x
Perforated x
IIIustra tiona
Drawings x x x x x x x x x xPhoto process x x x x x
DETAILS
TABLE VIII (Continued)
Char- t used
No chart used
Size of' chart
Number of' staffs
Sequence
Chromatic
Diatonic
Harmonic series
'Trill fingering shown
Alternate fingering
shown
Register shown
Fingering indicated
for new tones
t:b.J:"oughoutmethod
Security of the chart
BO'Lmd-vli th
Separate
Perforated
IIIustra tions
Drawings
Photo process
lvIETHODS R8POR TING----------------------'6-1116-12t6-1317-117-218-1t8-218~19-119-219-519_4
x x x x x x x x x
11/2
I 5
I
I
11/l~ I 1
I 2 I 4
'3'1'3'3'111
, 48' 2 ' 1 ' 1 I 7 I 1
x xx xx x x x
x x
x x x
x
x x
x
x 'x I X 'x I X ' , x ' X I X
x x x
x x x
x
x x xx x
x x x x x
* 'I'heXl6 indicate that the above marked method' 8 fingering chart includesthe specific content.
** T'nesize of the charts is expressed in the number of pages the chart
Lric Lud ee ;
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in brass methods.
c. 7% of the authors used the diatonic sequence
wi th a separate staff or staffs for the
sharps and flats.
d. 2 authors used. a combination of all three
sequences.
e. 4 authors combined the harmonic series and
the chromatic sequence.
4. .Alternate fingering was given in 52% of the charts
to some degree.
5. Trill fingering was indicated in only 3% of the
charts; howev ar, this feature woul.d apply mainly
to wood-wind instruments.
6. 18% of the authors using finGering charts broke
the instruments' ranges into registers. These regis-
ters were shown on the charts.
7. 84% of the total number (50) of authors indicated
the fingering for each new tone as it appeared
on the page in the method.
8. Security of the cnar ts from loss was found to be:
a. 66% of the fingering charts wer e bound \.".ith
the complete publication.
b. 18% of the fingering charts were separate
pages and not fa.stened to the method.
c. 16% of the fingering charts were bound with
the publication but perforated; thus, sat-
isfying the ideas of the various teachers
about the importance and use of fingering
charts in beginning instruction.
9. Illustrations were used in 727& of the methods.
a. 61% of the illustrations were drawines.
b. 39% of the illustrations were of some
photographic process.
c. The average number of illustrations throl~-
out the entire method was 5.1 per method.
Part 6
General Statements I<!!ad.e in the Methods
Each teacher has his O\Vl1. pedagogical phrases to obtain results
from the pupil and to convey to the pupil the teacher's thoughts. In
this study the writer has grouped together a.ll such phrases and instruc-
tions into. general statements which most nearly coincid.e with the
specific instructions as given in each method.
To serve the writer's purpose, only the general statements
'oJ11ichwere mentioned by 10% or more of the authors are reproduced in
this \v-riting. That is, the amount of agreement is at least l07~ among
the authors regardi~g general statements.
The following list of general statements is arranged in al.pha-,
beticaJ. order. The percentage of mathods mentioning each statement is
also given.
BaA habits, avoid
Elank staffs found in the method
Breathing, method of
4lt%
7610
22gb
54%
24<lbf
16%
34%
Accent the correct notes
Aims and objectives of the method
Assembling the instrument
Attacking tones, method of
Capacity of the pupil Sh01.11dbe
considered
Care of the instrument
Connect tones in legato passages
Count (a command to count aloud or
to one's B.elf)
Count carefully
Creative musd,c, opportunity for
38%
40%
24%
78%
64%
109&
39
Fingering should be studied and played
as shown throughout the method, or/and
in the chart 62%
Historic facts about instTrnnents or
music in general
Increase speed gradually
Key signa~~re, observe
Listen to your tones
J:Iamethe notes and signs
Pl~ing position, information about
Practice daily
Release tones evenly and without tongue
Repeat the exercise or measure several
times
Review page, exercise, etc.
Rudiments explained
Rhythm, keep strict and give full value
Scales, memorize
Sing melody, exercises, or rhythm before
you play it
Supplementary material needed
Sustain tones to improve your tone
quality
Think before and as you pl~y
Transposition exercises used in the
method
Tuning the instrument, information
about
44%
14%
60%
50%38%36%
56%
42%
16%
10%
The largest percentage of methods to mention one statement
was 78%. This state~ent told the pupil to count the rhythm. The
median per cent in the list is 37.5. All of the statements with a
percentage above 50 are within the upper 25th percentile. All of the
statements with a percentage belo", 14.9 fall within the lO'lISr25th
percentile.
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Thus. the writer can say that through the study of this list
some agreement among the authors can De seen; although, it is rather
small and scat tered over a large area - from 78% to below lO;~.
Part 7
Harmony
To commence the child playing harmonized melodies as soon as
possible, is the modern conception of music education.l Harmony added
to the unison exercises should enrich the educational results. Melody,
harmony and tonality are not hidden technical mysteries unless made
so. They ar.e merely the expressive elements which make music what
it is and these should control musical action from the very first.2
The heterogeneous groups have advantages over the private
pupil in that a better and fuller harmonic result can be acq_uired.
When good instrumentation is obtained, the musical result is satisfy-
ing to the pupil and the total effect is so rich that the pupils them-
selves express pride in their organization.3
Harmony in beginning bands can be both chordal and countra-
puntal. The private or homogeneous group is restricted mainly to
countrapuntal in the forms of duets end trios, with the exception of
solos with piano accompaniment where chordal style is more important.
1. Fred Weber, ~n El_ementarl.:BandMethod. New York:
~elwin Inc., 1945. p. 3.
2. James L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth. New
York: Ginn and Co., 1948. p. 184. -
3. Alonzo Eidson, Introducing ~ Instrmnental Guidance
Pr0tiram in the ~ School. Indianapolis: Jordan Conservatory,
194 ~'. p:-4.2.
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The ",riter finds that the authors in this study employed
duets, trios, quartets, sextets and solos for their harmonic element.
Table IX shows in detail the form. length and amount of harmony used
in each method. The length of the harmonic exercises is expressed in
groupings under the form of the exercise. The groupings indicate the
number of measures included in each exercise. The mean was computed
from the mid-points of these groupings, except for the group "Over 6411
which the computation was made from the actual length of each exercise.
Implications of Table IX
1. 80% of the authors used duets as their harmonic
element. This does not indicate that duets are
superior, but mainly a form most suited for private
teaching. Most of the methods represented in this
study are utilized by private teachers where only two
persons, teacher and pupil, participate in the music
lesson. This limits the harmony to a maximum of
t~lo-voice parts; therefore. any additional. harmond e
voices would be unnecessary for this situation.
2. 20% of the authors used trios. No proven fact can be
given for this lO'IJfpercentage. However, three-part
voicing may be more difficult than two-part, but a
richer effect of the harmony is obtained.l
3. 6% of the author-s publish solo material with piano
accompaniment to fulfill the harmonic cavity.
4. ~artets were used by 12% of the authors, and 2%
of the authors used six-part harmonic exercises.
5. 18% of the authors us al no harmonic material. This
might indicate that the authors felt that the harmonic
experience should be given by the individl.1alteacher.
This would necessitate supplementary material acquired
from other publications.
1. Thomas Annett, Music in ~ Rural School. Eoston: Bo st on
Music Company, 1938. p. 29.
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TABLE IX
AHOUNT AND FORJv1OF HARHONY USED IN EACH METHOD *
LENGTH il.ND'
FOHM HETHODS RI~?ORTING
OF EACH .----~~.~
EXEROISE , I-I' 1-2' 1-;1 1_21-11-5' 1-61 1-7' 1-8! 1-9' 1-10'1-11' 2-1
DUETS
L~ to 12 1 I 19 1 1 I 0 I ; R 8 1 2 I 6 I 23 I 53 I 1
14 to 18 6 I 19 I 1 , 4 ' 41 10 , 4 ' 15 1 9 I 10 , 520 to 28 1 I 1 I 4 1 I 0 I 1 , 0 I 1 I 0 0 1 5
29 to 41 0 , 5 1 1 2 I 0 , 1 1 0 0 I 0 0 1
48 to 64 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 0 I 2 0 0Over 64
68 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 0 I 0
95 0 1 1 1 0 I o I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I
96 0 I 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 1 0
TRIOS
4 to 12 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 11 I 0 I 0 , 2 I 0 1 I 0
14 to 18 0 , 0 I 0 1 0 , 2 1 0 1 0 I 0 1 2 0 I 1
20 to 28 0 , 0 I 0 1 2 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 0 I 0
29 to La 0 1 0 , 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0
QUARTETS
4 to 12 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 1 I 0 2 I 0
14 to 16 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 0 I 0 I 0 2 I 4
20 to 28 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 0 I 0
29 to 1+1 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 I 0Over 64
68 0 1 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 0 , 0
86 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0
SEx'rETS'
4 to 12 0 1 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 , 0 2 I 0
SOLOS
Lf to 12 0 I 0 , 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 0 I 0
14 to 18 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0
20 to 28 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 0 I 0
29 to 41 0 , 0 , 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0
48 to 64 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0Over 6/+
88 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 , 0 1 0 I 0 0 1 0
No Harmony'
used I x
t~4
TABLE IX (Continued)
..... -.......... ._-. -LENGTH AL""rO!
FORM: }'~THODS REPOWrING
OF I':ACH
2-2' 2-3' 2-4'EXKWISE 2-5' 5-11 ,-21 3-5' 3-4' 4-11 Lt-2' It-3' 11--415-1-- --.~. ---_1_ --L.._ l---l_--.J.....____J_ __ __J __ .
DUE'l'S
4 to 12 3 I 1 ! 1 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 4 I 0 I 0 , 114 to 18 1 I 6 9 I 0 ! 0 I 6 I 0 I 12 I 6 I 6. I 720 to 28 0 1 1 I 0 0 I 1 I 0 , 1 I 4 I 0 I 229 to Ln 5 0 , 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 1 0 I 2 I 0 I 2-4B to 64 1 0 , 0 ft 0 I 0 I 0 I 3 0 I 0 I 0 I 2Over 64
68
95 NON E
96 - _.-_ --
TRIOS
It to 12 0 I 0 I 2 I 12 1 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 , 014 to 18 0 , 0 I 1 ! 21 , 1 I 0 I I 0 0 I 0-1 0 I 020 to 28 0 , 0 I 0 I 7 I 0 0 ! 0 0 , 0 I 0 I 029 to 1n 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 1 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
QUARTETS
4 to 12 0 i 0 I 0 I 0 ! 8 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 014 to 16 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 I 020 to 28 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I .1 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 029 to 41 0 I 0 , 0 I '0 I 6 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0ever 6l~
68 I 0 I 0 , 0 , 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 086 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 1 , 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
SEXTETS
4 to 12 !iQ.g~
Solos
~- to 12
llj to 18
20 to 28 ~Q~J2.
29 to Ln
48 to 64
Over 64
88 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 t 0 I 0 I , 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 , 0
No Harmony'
used I x I , X
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TABLE IX (Continued)
-"LENGTH ANTI I
FOro~ ~ffiTHODSREPORTllJG
OF EACH I
EXERCISE ,6-11'6-12'6-13'7-11 7-21 8-1' 8-21 8-3' 9-11 9-2' 9-31 9-L}
--4-_l__...J....
DUETS
4 to 12 2 I 1 I 3 I 2 I ;5 I 2 I ;5 1 011fto 18 2 I 8 I 11 I 1 I 8 I 8 I 4 I 0
20 to 28 2 1 2 I ;5 I 0 I 2 I 6 I 2 0
29 to 41 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 I ;5 I 1 1
48 to 64 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 , 0 I 1 I ;5Over 64
68 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0
95 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 , 0
96 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 , 0 I 1
TRIOS
4 to 12 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
14 to 18 1 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
20 to 28 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
29 to 41 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
QUARTETS
4 to 12
14 to 16
20 to 28 NON E- - --29-to 41
Over 64
68 NON E-- -.-...-86
SEXTETS
NON E4 to 12 - - --
SOLOS
4 to 12 0 I 0 0 I 1 I 0 0 I 0 I 0
14 to 18 0 , 0 0 I 2 I 0 0 I 0 , 0
20 to 28 0 0 0 I 2 I 0 I 0 0 0
29 to 41 0 0 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 0 0
48 to 64 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0
Over 61;. ,
!!Q~~88
No Harmony'
used I x I X I X I x_
* The figures indicate the number of specific harmonic exercises usedin the above method.
6. From the total number of harmonic exercises used
in the methods investigated:
a. 82.3% were duets with an average of 17.6
measures per duet.
b. 10.7;hwere trios with an average of 14
measures per trio.
c. 5.3% were quartets with an average of 21.4
measures per quartet.
d, 1. 55&were solos with an average of 31. 8
measures per solo.
e. .3% were sextets '-Iith an average of 8
measures per sextet.
From the above means and percentages the writer is lead to
believe that the more musical compositions were shown to be in the
form of solos, while the duets were merely short simple A E or A B A
forms. Although, proven facts are not available to say that compositions
of 32 measures contain better musical quality than do shorter ones of
14 measures. The prime consideration in musical compositions is the
1sense of the tone line.
1. Aaron Copeland, What to Lis ten for !.!!. Music. New York:
'\fuittleseyHouse, 1939. p , lrr:--
Part 8
Melodies
Familier melodies found in the methods revealed very interesting
data. Forty-neven of the fifty methods investigated containeo_ farailiar
melodies. The three method.s which contained no meloeJ.ies that were marked
by a defini te title and/or melod.ies that could be included in the required
dat a \'/e1'e: 6-12, 9-4 and. 1-5. The writer does not necessarily consi(1.er
these methods deficient, but at Laas t this six per cent of the total.
authors seerrs to be very much in the minority from the standpoint of using
familiar melodies and of naming the compositions and their composers or
sources.
Some of the melodies are known and used by two or more names.
thus. creating a few problems while assembling the data. The list \'1hich
follows contains all of the compositions with their percentages of use
which were found in 10% or more of the methods. This list represents
only about one-half the total number of compo sd,tions which were employed
in the methods; however, the writer felt tha.t at lea.st 10% of the authors
•
must agree before the value of this element could. be q_ualified..
Abide "'.1i th 111e
Aida selections
All Through the Night
Alma Mater (Amici)
Aloha Oe
America
Annie La.u.z.ie
Arkansas Traveler
Monk
Verdi
Welsh Air
Lisle
Liluiakalaui
Carey (7)
Scott
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Ash Grove
At Pierrot's Door
Auld Lang Syne
Bat tLe Hymn of the Republic
Believe He if All Those
Endearing Young Charms
'Blue-Bells of Scotland
Chora.les
Commin' Thrl the Rye
Cradle Song
Orusaders' Hymn
Deck the Hall
Del' Freischutz selections
Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes
Du, Du, Liegst Mil' 1m
Herzen
Dulce Street
Flo,,~Gently, Sweet Afton
For He's A Jolly Good Fello\v
Good-lUght Li:W,ies
Home on the Range
Home, Sweet Home
Ho\v Can I Leave Thee
In the Gloaming;
Irish Washerwoman
Jingle, Bells
Juanita
Last Rose of S~mer
Lightly Row
London Bridge
Long, Long Ago
Love's Old Sweet Song
Martha selections
Maryland, My Maryland
Massa1s in the Cold Ground
Minuet in G
My Old Kentucky Home
o Come, All Ye Faithful
Old Black Joe
ioTelshFolk Song
French Folk Song
Scotch Air
Steffe
Irish Air
Bco t'ch Air
Bach
Scotch Air
Brahms
German Air
i'lelsh Air
i'leber
English Air
German vral tz
Spilman
Trac_itional
College Song
Cowboy Song
Bishop
Kucken
Harrison
Pierpont
Spanish Air
Irish Air
German Folk Song
English Folk Song
Bayly
Molloy
Foltow
Traditional
Foster
Beethoven
Foster
Reading·
Foster
10%
18%
28,%
14%
26fb
38%
221&10%
32%
10%
10%16%
40"6I
10%14%
18%16%14()f~
22%
12%
16%
12%
10%44%
18%
50%12%
Old Folks At Home
Old Hunctredth
Onward, Christian Soldiers
Polly Wally Doodle
Pop, Goes the Weasel
Reuben and Rachel
RO..,l. Ro,.;, Ro,,, Your Boat
Sailing, Sailing
Santa Lucia
SHen t Night
Song of Thanksgiving
Stars of the Summer Night
Sun of My Soul
SWc.l.nneRiver
Sweet. and Low
Tannhauser selections
There's Music in the Air
Three Blind Mice
Ti'EIlIl.p,Tramp, Tramp
Trau.merei
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Volga Boat Song
'lielcome,Sweet Spring Time
Yankee Dooelle
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Foster
Bourgeois
Sullivan
Traditional
Lyte
Marks
Neapolitan Boat Song
Gruber
Elvey
\voodbury
Monk
Foster
Barnby
il/agner
Root
Root
Schumann
Mozart
Rubinstein
20c&I12%
12%
12%
16%
12%
14%
10<16
14%
32%12%
18%
20%
16%
26%
10%
26%
10%
2616
10~b
30%
The median percentage for this list of compositions is 16.1%.
A composition with a percentage of 26.6 or above places ~t in
the upper 25th percentile in regar ds to its extent of use.
Compositions in the lowest decimal of the total list are not
inclu.ded in this writing.
Compositions in the upper lOth percentile of this list include:
1. America
2. Long, Long Ago
3· Lightly Row
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4. Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes5. All Through the Night
6. Elue Bells of Scotland7. Abide with Me
3. Santa Lucia
9. Brahms' Cradle Song
10. Twir~let Twinkle Littie Star
Each of the above compositions are familiar to the writer, and
these should be more familiar to the beginning player than the composi-
tiona f'ound in the Lower 10 percentile. IThe lo\<,erd.ecimal of this list
contains compositions which do not seem to be relatively as familiar.l
They are:
, a:
5·6.
7.
3.
9·
10.
ll.
12.
13·
1.
2.
Aloha Oe.
Arkansas Traveler
Ash Grove
Commin' Tbx' the Rye
Crusaders' Hymn
Deck the Halls
Flow Gently Sweet Afton
Last Rose of Summer
My Old Kentucky Home
Sailing, Sailing
Tannhauser selections
Three Elind Mice
Traumerei
The musical quality of any of the above compositions need not
be compared or rated. These percentages indicate that some disagreement
might be present among the authors; however , these small percentages
could be accounted for by the large field of music literat~'e in public
domain from which the authors might choose their melodic material.
authors.
1. The IIStar Spangled Banner" was us ed by only g7~ of the
Part 9
Musical Terms and Words
Music is amply suppli ed with many t erma signs, sym"bols and
wor ds which need to be mastered or at least understood by the pl~er
before intelligent listening can be accomplished; before musical results
can be obtained from an instrumental or vocal group and before great
musical progress can be made by the pupil.
Table X is a list of musical terms and words used in the instru-
mental methods. The Lower decimal of the total number of terms and wartLs
is deleated from this list thus leaving 121 terms and words which are
used by 10% or more of the authors. At least 10% of the authors agreed
that the following terms and wor ds should be used in beginning methOds.
Implications of Table X
The median percentage is 42.~·. The terms and words with a
percentage of 70.5 or above are in the upper 25th percentile and probably
should receive more emphasis from the teacher than the terms and words
with a percentage ~f 20.1 or below - the lower 25th percentile.
In observing the m edf.anpercentage and the quartiles I per-
centages, we find that the amount of agreement among the authors is rather
small and many terms which are used in instrumental methods could be
omitted. There is a tendency to over-load books with terminology and
52
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TASLE X
LIST OF MU":)ICAL TEm1S Al'nJ 1,'fORDS
TERMS
PERCENTAGE
OF AUTHORS
USING EACH
TERM
'fERMS INCLUDED IN
THE CONSERVATORY
LIST
A tempo
Accelerando
Accent
Accidental
Accompaniment
Adagio
Air
AHa
Allegretto
Allegro
Andante
Andantino
Animato
Arpeggio
Articulation
Attack
56
18
6lj·
4B
14
lIt
42
80
70
74
95
42
16
24
46
62
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Bar
Beats
Breve
46
82
80
Da Capo
Dal Segno
Di
Diatonic
Diminuendo
Dolce
Dominant
Double bar
Duet
50
28
64
81+
66
38
64
98
50
68
58
42
12
98
22
12
40
62
xCantabile
Chorale
Chord
Chromatic
Clef
Con
Counts
Crescendo
Cut time
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x·
TER1\1S
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TAi3LEX (Continued)
'I PERCENTAGE
OF AUTH01:{S
USING EAOH
TERM
56
14
22
36
12
84
96
82
94
60
10
10
12
26
5812
12
LI6
20
18
20
30
88
12
18
26
54
20
54
76
24
78 .1
32 ,
16
92
9L~
Embouchure
Enharmonic
Espressivo
Etude
Excerpt
Exercise
Fermata
Fine
Forte
Fortissimo
Gavotte
Guisto
Grazioso
Harmony
Interval
Unison
Seconds
Thirds
Fourths
Fifths
Sixths
Intonation
Key
Larghetto
Largo
Ledger lines
Legato
Lento
Haesto80
Major
rvTarcato
March
Mar-c La
Marziale
Neasure
Melody
TERNS INCLUDED IN
THE CONSEHVATORY
LIST
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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TABLE X (Continued) ~.---------- .......-----
TERMS
PE.HCENTAGE
OF' AUTHORS
USING EACH
TERJ!!!
TEm'IS INCLUDED IN
THE CONSERVATORY
LIST
._---._-_._--- - ------ -------_._.- ..--- ._--
Meter
Mezzo
Minor
r,IinorHarmonic
Minor Melodic
lvIinuet
1,Iinuetto
Modera.to
Moto
10
86
58
22
16
28
12
80
18
x
x
x
Octave 62
Phrasing
Pianissimo
Piano
Pitch
Poco
2884
94
50
22
x
x
x
Range
Register
Release
Rhythm
Ritardando &; Rallentando
Rudiments
LfO
52
12
88
80
14
x
Jca1e
Signature
Simile
SI1...u·
Spirto
Staccato
Staff
Studies
Style
Sustained
Symphony
Syncopation
92
88
lj·6
96
20
76
50
70
16
26
)8
76
x
x
x
================='~=ABLE X (Continued)
PERCENTAGE
OF AU'rBCRS
usrnc E.I'I.CH
TERM
TEHMS
'I'echnf.que
Tempo
Tenuta
Theme
Tie
Tones
Transposition
Treble
Trio
Triplet
Tropo
Valse
Variation
Vivace
Waltz
TERMS INOL JDED IN
THE CCNSERVATORY
LIST
--------~---------,---~-----------------,
54
74
16
lj·O
72
58
18
lj·6
30
76
10
26
26
10
66
x
x
x
x
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t echni caJ. expressions whi ch 1ead to confusion rather than clexi ty. 1
Fifty-one per cent of th.e terms from the list of "CommonMusicaJ.
Terms!1used by the baton bechn I que classes at Arthur Jordan Conservatory
of Music, 1948-t~9, were found to be included in this study. These terms
are marked by an x ill Table X.
The percentages show that the terms from the list used by the
Conservatory were rated in the most par t close to. or above the median
by the autr~rs of this study. The writer would not suggest that all of
the terms from the Conservatory list which fell in the lower 25th percentile
be eliminated, because regardless of their small percentages of use as
sho~m in this study some are of value •
. The two words, beats and counts, used to indentify the number
of, or a definite pulsation in a measure, are a factor of disagreement
among the authors.
1. 43.8% of the authors advocated counts
2. 56.2!fo of the authors advocated ~
Another disagreement is revealed in three terms which cover
the type of material containing technical SUbstances: exercises, stUdies
and. drills.
1. Exercises "lith 46.7% of the authors advocating
its use.
2. StUdies with 41~.4·%of the authors advocating
its use.
3. Drills with 8.9% of the authors advocating
its use.
1. James L. Mursell. Music in .American Schools. NewYork:
Silver Burdett Co., 1943. p. l~--
These percentages indicate that the a;l1thorsdisagree a great
deal as to the nomenclature to be used. The term "drill" as indicated
by the small per cent of usage would support the writer1s belief that
this term is not ne eded in beginning instruction, because of its possi"ble
psychological consequence.
Part 9a
Systems of Defini.ng Terms and ~lords
The meanings of each term and word listed in Part Nine must
be understood by the pupil before he can comprehend and progress to his
fullest capacIty , The unsatisfactory growth of the pupil sometimes
is due to his short comings in the mastery of su'bjectmatter, through
faulty teaching methods, study habits or inadequate background,l
Thus, the pupil must be prepared for the learning of these
terms. However, if the child has great interest and a readiness in
music, the teacher should. without great opposition, create in the
pupil the desire to know these terms and their meanings. The pupil
will then learn. use and retain this knowl, edge toward better pl~ing
and advancement.2
The writer finds that two systems are recommended for defining
terms by the mcthors in this study, and they are:
1. To place the definition on the same page as the term.
sign, symbol or word first appears. The location
would be as near to the new term or word as possible
or in a foot-note.
2. To assemble in dictionary form all terms. signs,
symbols and wor-ds that are used throughout the method,
or as many terms and. words as the author dearnsneces-
sary for beginning instruction. The location of this
system was found to be on a special page or pages
1. A. S. Barr, W. H. Burton and L. J. Brueckner. Supervision.
New York: D. Appleton-Century Co•• Inc., 1947. p. 279.
2. Herbert Sorrenson, Ps*ch010~ in Education.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1940. pp. 2 3-247.
Ne"l York:
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under the heading "Glossary" or "Musical Terms."
The first system appears to be most popular among the authors
represented in this study; however, the educational results w~uld ~eed
further investigation before this could be proven as the best placement
for musical terms and defini tions. A teacher must point out to the
pupil each term and sign with its definition and explain its use as well
as to insist and test to see that all such musical terms, signs, symbols
and words have been understood, retained and applied by the ~pil. The
meanings and definitions can al"Jays be put simply, straightforward and
1uncomplicated.
Table XI shows which authors recommended that the terms and de-
finitions be placed throughout the method, and which authors advocated
the use of a glossary.
Implications of Table XI
1. 50% of the authors placed musical terms, signs,
symbols and words with their definitions throughout
the method when the term or sign was introduced.
2. 18% of the authors did not publish definitions to the
terms in their methods. These authors may have thought
that it was better to relinquish the main part of the
teaching of terms, signs, symbols and words to the
individual instrUctors; thus, simplifying the author-
ship and editing,and reducing publishing costs.
3. 14%of the authors published a regular dictionary type
glossary with an average of 2.5 columns of terms and
definitions per page - quarto size.
4. 18% of the authors published both a glossary and
1. James L. Mursell, Music in American Schools. New York:
Silver J3u.rdet·tCo., 1943. p, l~ - -- ---
TABLE XI
SYSTEMS OF' DEFINING r.JUSIOAL TEm~S AND!,mRDS IN EACH MErnroD *
ME'r:HODS
SYSTEMS OF Db~'INING T£o;H1V!SAIJD WORDS
Nothj_ng
t Indicated
Throughout the I Dictionary
Method Form
Number of
Col un.nns
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-1i·
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
~ 1-101-11
2-1
2-2
2"-5
2-4
2-5
3-1
3-2
3-;
;-lJ-
tll-l
lJ-2 I
4-3 r
4-4-
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4-
6-1
6-2
6-;
6-4-
6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-10
6-11
6-12 I
6-1; t
x 1x
x
x
x
x 2
x
x
x
x
x x
x
2
1
x
x
x
X
I X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
t , X
X
X t
t X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x 2
t X 4
I
I
X 2
I
t X 7
t
X 2
x 2
t
t X 3
t
X 2
r
x 4-
x 2
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---------------------------------------------------
l,vI""r:IODS I , I Th t th I D· t·w .r Notning roughoU . e J.C J.onary
Indicated I Bethod t Form
TABLE XI (Continued)
SYSTEHS OF DEFllUNG TEm1S AND YlORDS
~---
l'Jl.,1lllberof
Columns
7-1
7-2
8-1
8-2
8-)
9-1
9-2
9-)
9-lf
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x 2
x 2
'" The xle indicate the above system was used in the specific
method ..
defined the majority of terms in foot-notes or through-
out the method. This system would seem to the writer
to be superior. because it gives the explanations and
definitions at the time and place where they are in-
troduced. Also, this system gives the pupil a ready
reference tool from which to locate a term or sign and
its meaning. The arrangement of material in music
books, cross ref'erences and adequate indexes should be
provided to render flexible use to the user.l
For this element the vlri tel'found. that nearly every method
contained some explanatory material, but a method was considered to
contain no explanations or definitions of terms if no glossary or an
equivalent was found in the method; or, if the author did not define
an adequate amount of the terms and words that he used in his method.
This is some what subjective in nature, but it gives a relative picture
of the amount of agreement among the authors as to how musical. terms and
words should be defined.
--_._----
1. ibid. p. 118.
Part 10
Repeat Markings
One major weakness in many unprofessional organizations is the
group's ability to react music~ly to the repeat signs and markings.
To execute these functions correctly and smoothly requires a top-rate
band, and one which has been schooled in the process of reading ahead
to see the approaching markings and then to obey these without disrupting
the flo", of the musical thought or loss of tone q:uality and balance.
It appears to the writer that in order for any action to become
smooth and constant, it must become almost a habf t. To acquire this
automatia performance, the function must be repeated many times, although
repetition alone will not always insure good results.l
The Alpha hypothesis of Dunlap, which is most frequently
considered the correct interpretation of the learning process through
repeti tion, states that when an action is increasingly repeated, the
same response will probably occur each time.2
Thus, in order for the school organizations to perform musical-
ly. these repeat markings must be present for practice from the very
beginning of instruction.
This study was conscious of five types of repeat markings,
and they are classified as:
1. Sorrenson, op. cit. p. 252.
2. ibid. p. 253
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1. First and second endings.
2. Dou.bl.e bar to double bar repeats.
3. Short technical exercises from one to three or four
measures.
4. Da Capo signs.
5. Dal Segno signs.
Table XII shows the percentage of distribution of the five
above classifications which each author used. These percentages are
based upon the total usage by each author.
Implications of Table XII
The percentage of methods using each classification of the repeat
markings was:
1- 90% of the authors recommended using double bar to
double bar repeats.
2. 84% of the authors recommended using the first and
second ending classification.
3. 76% of the authors recommended using the short double
bar to double bar repeat marking classification.
I
4. 68% of the authors recommended using the Da Capo mark-
ing.
5. 54% of the authors recommended using the Del Segno
marking.
6. Figure l.shows the amount of agreement among the authors
as to the distribution of each classificaticds use in
relation to the total number of repeat markings.
a. The double bar to double bar and the short
double bar to double bar classifications contain
the largest amount of disagreement. Approxi-
mately the same number of authors used these
two classifications in each quartile.
b. The first and second ending classification
contains some agreement.
c. The Del Segno and the Da Capo classifications
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TABLE XII
DISTRF3UTION OF R-'::PEAT NARKmGS >I<
CLASSIFICATION OF Rr;~P;~ATMll.RKINGS
,HETHODS I 1st & 2nd I Double bar to I Short doubl e bar- I Da Capo I Dal Segnoendings double bar to double bar
reEeata repeats
1-1 r 1 70 21 71-2 4 8 85 2 21-) 11 89
I-h· 7 53 38 21-5 62.5 37·51-6 50 50
1-7 12 42 42 31-8 37 19 24 16 :51-9 32 45 9 141-10 15 27 56 1 11-11 12 53 50 14 12-1 8 21 59 8 32-2 7 10 76 14 2
2-3 Lt .8 83 4 2
2-4 4 27 65 2 2
2-5 83 17
3-1 26 52 15 4 4
3-2 7 13 70 7 33-3 26 5 61 5 23-4 11 39 36 144-1 42.•5 57·54-2 13 1+7 36 3
It-3 17 50 334-4 3 94 1 1
5-1 3 87 10 I'5-2 8 75 17
5-5 8 25 62 6
5-4 100
6-1 55 44 16-2 59 41 .2
6-3 6 20 736-4 12 87 1
6-5 4 39 53 36-6 1 50 48 16-7 1 4 95 16-8 11 23 65 26-9 16 27 47 9 16-10 8 34 49 5 46-11 48 29 14 106-12 60 30 106-13 35 37 10 14 4
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TABLE XII (Oontinued)
CLASSIFIOATION OF REPEAT MARKLlIJGS
METHODS 1st & 2nd t Double bar to I Short double bar I Da Capo 1 Dal Segno
endings double bar to double bar
r
repeats repeats
7-1 1 28
7-2 100
8-1 80
8-2 100
8-3 ;; 159-1 6 7
9-2 27 23
9-, 3 12
9-4 50 17
* The above figures indicate'percentages.
1
20
81
85
50
83
1
2
1
25
1
8
68
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contain the largest amount of agre~~ent, although
these two markings were used in only 54 and 68%
of the methods, respectively.
Table XIII shows the total number of repeat markings used by
each author, and the extent that each author deviated from the average.
Implications of Table XIII
1. 9S% of the methods possessed Z scores which produced
a normal distribution.
2. 92% of the methods possessed Z scores which deviated
less than one standard deviation plus or minus.
3. 6% of the methods possessed Z scores which deviated
one standard deviation plus or minus.
4. 2% of the methods possessed Z scores which deviated
a plus or minus five standard deviations.
These percenta~es reveal a rather close agreement among the
authors as to the total number of repeat markings to be used in their
methOds.
\ _ ....DAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
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TABLE XIII
Z SCORES OF REPEAT MARKINGS *
ME'rHODS , Z SCORES I' METHODS I Z SCOnES **L_
1-1 .30 II 5-2 .78
1-2 .18 II 5-3 .18
1-3 .56 II 5-4 .891-4 .20 I' 6-1 .12
1-5 .84 I! 6-2 5.441-6 .78 II 6-3 .8
1-7 "?to 1I 6-4 .781-8 • ~3 11 6-5 ·30
1-9 .64 , I 6-6 .87
1-10 •35 II 6_7 1.46I
1-11 .70 I I 6-8 ..40
2-1 .36 ' I 6-9 1.ll
2-2 1.,05 II 6-10 .12
2-3 ..18 II 6-11 .66
2-4 .85 I I 6-12 .81
2-5 .87 II &.-13 .24
3-1 ·57 I I 7-1 ·58
3-2 .53 II 7-2 .91
3-3 .)6 II 8-1 .88
3-4 .56 II 8-2 .894-1 .39 II 8-3 .09
4-2 .1~2 I I 9-1 .20
4-3 .78 II 9-2 :~4-4 .28 II 9-3
5-1 ·53 II 9-4 ·78
*Plu8 Z scores are represented in black figures-
Minus Z scores are represented in red figures
**The size of one standard deviation is 71.8
Part 11
Meter and BlWtbmic Sequence
Since we continUOusly hear about pedagogical procedures and tech-
niques of teaching, it would seem to the writer that the sequence of
introducing keys, rhYthms and meters would be of great importance in
beginning instrumental methods. The value of transfer of training
from one element or subject to another is not a perfect relationship;
however ,
some degree of transfer of training would seem to be present
be tween specific meters and rhythms.
If we refer to the theory of identical elements, we shall find
that the amount of transfer from one .ituation to another corresponds
to the extent of which the two situations are identical and upon the
learner perceiving the identical elements and his mental ability.l
This brings up the question, what sequence should be used in introducing
meter signatures and rhYtbmicpatterns in a beginning instrumental
method? Our onlY source for an answer is from the &ate gathered in this
study.
H. sorenson. OPe cit., pp. 400-
401
.
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Part lla
!>IeterSequence
Table XIV shows the sequence of meters as used in the fifty
m.ethods.
Implications of Table XIV
Common time was indicated to be the most logical starting
meter for beginning methods, if we consider the percentage of authors
which used a specific starting meter as a basis for determining a logical
starting meter.
1. 54% of the authors used common time as the starting
meter.
2. 38% of the authors used four-foL~ as the starting
meter.
3. 8% of the authors used a combination of four-four
and common time as the st~rting meter.
There seems to be some pedagogd caf value in the use of common
time rather than four-four meter as the starting meter. lne beginning
pupil is dealing wi th whole and half no tes and rests during the early
stages of his study.l Thus, he has.no knowle¢.ge nor understanding
of what the four-foux signature represents, unless he has retained
this knowledge from his vocal music classes. The knowledge of common
time will give the pupil the needed information to establish pulsations
and to pl8¥ simple rhythms. If four-four meter was used, the lower
1. 96~of the authors used Whole or half notes or rests
as their starting rhythm.
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TABLE XIV
METER SEQUEIil'CE
I NO. OF'
j'JIET1c1ODS I SEQUENCE OF MSTERS I NETERS
USED
1-1 A ! B I C I D ! F' I E I 6
1-2 A I C ! D I E I a I G I F I 7
1-3 A I C I , D I E I F I 51-4 A I B I D I C I E I F' I 6
1-5 I A I C I G I D I E I ]v[ I 6
1-6 Q I C , D I F , E I 5
1-7 B I C I D I G I F I E I 6
1-8 • A I C I D I F I E I 5
1-9 I B I C I D I F I A I P I 6
1-10 I B I C I D I A 1 ]:j' I F I "w 0
1-11 I A 1 B I C I D ! E I F I 6
2-1 1 A I C I D I B I F I E I J I H I 8
2-2 • A I C I D I B I F I E I ,,-0
2-) A I C I D I E I B' G I 1'-1 I 72-/_j. B I C , D ! F I H I J I A I E I 8
2-5 1 B I A I C I D I F I E I 6
3-1 I B I A ! C I D I E I G I F I 7
3-2 I A I C I D I E I B I G I F I 7
3-3 I B I A I f' t D I F I E 6v
3-4 I B I C I D
, A 1 F t G I E I 7
Lf-l t A
, B , C , D I F I G I 6
4-2 I A , B I C I F I D I G , H I J 1 8
4-3 , A I D I E I C I B t F t 6
4_L~ I B , C I D I A I E t H I G I F I 8
5-1 t A , C I D I E I F I G I B I 7
5-2 I A I B , C I D I F I G I E I 7
5-3 I Q I 0 I G I F I D , E I 6
5-4 I B , C , D I F I E I 5
6-1 I B , C I D t A I G ! F I H I J I 8
6-2 t A I B I C I D I G I F I E I 7
6-3 I A t D I C I B I E I F I 6
6-A I A I C I D ! E I G F I I 6
6~5 A. I B I C I D I "t;' Ti' I Ci- t 7'-"
6-6 I B I C I A I E I P I D I G I F I H I J I 10
6-7 t A I B , 0 I D I G I E I F I 7
6-8 t Q. I D I G I ;;
6-9 I B I 0 I A I D , P' I E I 6
6-10 , B I D t 0 I 'F' I E I A , 6
6-11 I A I C I D I F' I E , G I H I J I B I 9
6-12 1 A I B I C I D I F t E I H I C' I 8..;r
6-13 1 B I C I A I D I F' I F~ I (;-_----- .-_.._--_._-----
-_--_ ..
7-1 I B I A I D I 0 I E I Ii' I G I
7-2 t B i G I D I A I G I F I R I !II I N I G I
8-1 I A I 0 I D I E I F' I G I
8-2 I B I D I C t A I G I F I8-~ I A I D I C I B I E I F I G I M I J I/
9-1 ; A t D I C I E I F I
9-2 I Q I E I C , D I F I H ,
9-3 I B I D I C I A I F , G I K I E I
9-4 I A I C I D I F I E ,
METHODS I
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TABLE XIV (Continued)
=====~========='-'-=-=-----
SEQUENCE OF M.s;'i'EHS
; NO. OF
I METERS
USP;D
7
11
6
6
9
r::
..J
6
8
5
* To lessen the burden of typing this table the writer has used the
following letters to represent the meters. Thus, the first letter
in the tabl e would indica to the starting meter of the sepcific
method, and the second letter would represent the second meter,
etc.
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
'fhe letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
The letter
A wi11 represent commontime.
B will represent f'o ur=f'our meter.
C will represent three-four meter ..
D \,Iill represent hw-fo"Llrmeter.
E will represent cut time.
F will represent six-eight meter.
G \-/ill re1:lresent three-eight meter.
H will represent nine-cig;ht meter.
J will represent twelve-eight meter.
K will represent six-four meter.
M \-/ill represent fO\.l.r-eight meter.
N will represent eight-eight meter ..
P will represent two-two met.er , ,
Q will represent the combination of
commontime and four-four meter.
R w:i.ll represent the combination of
cut time and two-tltlOmeter ..
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number could be disregarded in explaining the signature. The teacher
would inform the pupil that each measure receives four beats, unless
Cluarter notes were used as the starting rhythm. 1
1. 100% of the authors using common time as their
starting meter used whole and half notes or rests
as the starting rhythm.
2. 89.9% of the authors using four-four meter as their
starting meter used whole and half notes or rests
as the starting rhythm.
3. 100% of the authors using the combination four-
four and common time as their starting meter used
whole and half notes as the starting rhythm.
The above percentages would support the writer's statement
that whole and half note rhythms are closely connected with common
time in beginning instruction.
The number of authors who agreed to the addition of five
successive meters is very small ant spread over several possible
sequences.
1. Of the 54% of the authors who started their methods
with common time:
a. Six different series of 6 meters were used
by 2 authors each.
b. One series was used by 3 authors.
2. Of the 38% of the authors who started their methods
with four-four meter:
a. One series of 6 meters was used by 2 authors.
The number of authors who agreed to the accessioning of four
meters is also small but slightly larger than the agreement shown in the
1. Only 4% of the authors used quarter notes for their
starting rhythm.
preceding three statements.
1. Three different series of 5 meters were used by 2
authors each.
2. Two different series of 5 meters were used by 3
authors each.
3. One series was used by 4 authors.
The number of authors who agreed to the addition of one, two
and three successive meters is also relatively higher, but the authors
do not confirm to any great extent upon the entire sequence of meters.
The amount of agreement among the authors 1s the greatest when one
meter is added to the starting meter; but, only 4% of the authors agreed
throughout their entire sequence, thus indicating a very definite amount
of disag~eement.
The previous data represents the amount of agreement among
the authors in regard to the entire sequence of meters. The following
represents the break-down of the entire sequences into definite meter
progressions. Much agreement can be seen in Table XV, which shows
the percentage of agreement among the authors upon what one definite
meter should follow a specific meter. These percentages are based upon
the frequency of use in relation to the total number of methods.
I
I
\Implications of Table XV
86% of the authors used the four-four meter.1.
a. The most used progression from
four meter was to three-four.
agreement among the authors on
sion is very high.
the four-
Thus, the
this progres-
2. 96% of the authors used the common time meter.
I
l
I
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METER PROGRESSIOns
TABLE Y:V
1,mTER
PROC+RF:SSIONS
IJIETB;R
PROGRESSIOns
PERCRNTAGE r t
OF l~ET HODS I I
I USINC: EACH I I
Common time to
three-four
f'our=f'o ur
tNo-four
cut time
three-eigbt
six-eight
two-hm
as last met.er
Four-four to
three-four
two-four
common time
cut time
three-eight
six-eight
as last meter
Three-four to
two-four
commontime
cut.time
four-four
six-eight
three-eight
as last meter
rr\'io-four to
six-eiGht
cut time
three-four
three-eight
common time
four-four
S:1.x-eight to
cut time
as last meter
throe-eight
nine-eight
tvm-four
56
20
16
10
6
L~
2
2
46
10
8
8
6
4
4
68
10
6
6
it
4
2
32
28
18
6
4
1 I Six-eight toe contY
I I cut time & ~ I
I I nine-eight I
1 I common time
I I three-four
I I Cut time to
II as last meter
I I six-eight
I I three-eight
, I f'our=f'our
I I four-eight
'I trw-two
I I three-fol.lr
I I hiel va-eight
I I nine-ei ,ht
I I commontime
I I Three-eight to
I I six-eight
It as last meter
II cut time
I , four-eight
I I nine-eight
, I six-four
t\'io-fourI'
I I four~.four
I 'Nine-eight to
, i twelve-eightI' as last meter
I I three-eigbt
I I r1'lrlel ve-eight to
I I as last meter
, I common time
I I nine-eight
I I four-four
, ISix-four to
II commontime
I IFour-eight to
11 eight-eight
E4 rf'nt-ei('fht to three-eic-ht~D b- b
TvlO-t\'W as Lest meter
I PERCENTAGE
I OF I:1ETEWS
I USmG EACH
2
2
2
2
36
24
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
22
12
6
4
4
2
2
2
8
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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a. The progressions from common time to three-
four has the largest percentage of use.36%; however. the progression from common
time to four-four is recommended by 20% of
the anbhor s,
3. 100% of the authors used the three-four meter.
a. The progression from three-four to two-
four is highly fa.vored by the authors,68%. This shows that much agreement is
present for this progression.
4. 100% of the authors used the two-four meter.
a. The agreement as to the progression from
the two-four meter is divided between two
progressions: two-four to six-eight. and
two-four to cut.time.
5. 96% of the authors used the six-eight meter.
a, The progression from six-eight to cut time
po ases see the largest amount of agreement,
32%; however. 28% of the authors agreed
that the six-eight meter should be the last
meter to be introduced in the method.
t
6. 88% of the authors used the cut time meter.
a. 36% of the authors agreed that cut time
should be the last meter to be introduced
in the method. However, the progression
from cut time to six-eight is recommended
by 24% of the authors.
7. 54%of the authors used the three-eight meter.
I
I
1
!
a. The 'three-eight to six.-eight meter progres-
sion is utilized by 22% of the authors in
the three-eight meter group, although 6%
of the authors suggest that three-eight
should be the last meter to be introduced
in the method.
8. The number of authors who used the three-eight meter and
the meters following the three-eight in Table XV was
very small, thus indicating no agreement.
Part llb
Rhythmic ssquence
Table XVI ShO\OlSthe sequence of rhythmic patterns used by
each author. The twenty-two rhythmic patterns which were employed
for this measurement ...Jere based upon "The Methods and Procedures of
1Teaching FJzythm" by Louis G. Wersen. The list of rlWthms was then
adapted for this study. In Table XVI the letters indicate a specific
rhythmic pattern. The key to these rhythmic patterns can be found
in the Appendix; thus, the first letter indicated by a method will
be considered as the starting rhythm, and the second letter will
represent the second rhythm, etc. These letter symbols will remain
in effect throughout this part and Chapter III.
Implications of Table XVI
1. The average number of rhythmic patterns per method
is 20.1.
2. The disagreement among the au thers in regard to the
entire seq_uence of r!~thms is present in this element
to about the same degree which exists in the meter
sequence element.
3. 78% of the authors used A as their starting rhythm.
a. 29 of these authors agreed upon the addition
of 2 rhythmic patterns to the starting rhythm -
:B and C.
b. 14 of these authors agreed upon the addition
1. Louis G. Wersen, Rhythmic Foundation Through Drumming.
Carl Fischer. 1939. p. 5.
I
Ne1t. York:
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TABLE AvI
SEQUENOE OF'RHYTmnO PjI_1'TERNS
----_4 _ RE-IYT}]MIC SEQUF!NCE
1-1
1-2
1-51-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
2--1
2-2
2-5
2-4
2-5
3-1
)-2
5-3
5-4
4-1
4-2
L~_)
4-4
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-1•
6-1
6-2
6-5
6-/+
6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-10
6-11
6-12
6-13
, B A - C D E F' H G J K L S T M P Q R V iJ U X
I B A 0 E D F G II J 1, K V W STU X H P Q R
I ABC D E F G J K L H M P Q R S T V W
I A E F D G C H J W L K S T H R P (~ V U X
ABC D E F G H J K LUX M P Q R W
A 0 D B E F G H J K L S 'I U lV1 P Q R V II
I A E F DOG H J K L Vi S 'I H Q P lIT R
'A B C E F D G H J K L T S U X P M R W V
, ACE G F H J D L K S T M U B X R P Q
IA BCD E F G H J K L H]:I] P R V US T
I ABC H E F D G J K L M N P Q R S T
ABC E H G J L D F K S 1 M P N R V W U X Q
ABC D E F G H J L K S 1 M P R U X N W
I B ACE D F G H J L K V 'ii STU X M P Q. R
, B A C D E H G F J K L V t M P Q S T R U
, E CAL H J F G R K ';1 M S T P Q B
, ABC D E F G H J K L 1,! P Q R S T V
, B ACE D F G H J L K V ~ STU X M
, ABC D E F G H J K L STU X P M R
'A BCD HE F G J L K P H M STU Q
IABCDEFHJGLK
I ACE G VHF S J K P
'ABCDEFJHLGK
I ABC D E F G H J L K
'ABCDEFGHJLK
'ACEGVFHDJMB
IABCEDGFHJLS
'ABCEFDGHLJ S
I ABC E D G F H J L K
CAEBDFHJKLS
ABCDEFGJLHK
IABCDEFGHJLK
I ABC D r~ H F G J L K V \i P Q
IE C B D FAG H J K L S rUM
tAB ODE F H G J K V L S T M
, C D E F A B J L H G M PUS T
, B CAD E H F c:- J L K U x T S M P Q R \v
IA BCD E F G H J L S T '] M P R K 'tJ
IA C DE 1-1 F J G S T K M? L R U X v
, A C D E H F S T G J L K U X M R P N
, ABC D, E F G H J L K R ~ P T S V U x
vi U x
P Q R
Vi V
X lJ
R '1' M
M H W
S l' U
S 7 M
N 1 R
K c U
T "11 M
S If' U
T N Q
S 'f l~
S X L W B D
S T 111 P Q U x
X M P Q V vI R
P Q R U V 1;/ X
U X S
x V \'1 M P Q R
R U X
M P Q R X V W
R U X W V
P Q R V \'1
H S T 11 U X
P Q R V W
PUR il Q
R
111
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TABLE XVI (Continued)
METHOD I RHYTl-1MIC SEQUENOE
7-1 1 A B C D E F' G J K H L 1;i U X V S T ]vI p Q R7-2 I A C D E F' G J K L II V 1;1 P Q }.{ R N U S
8-1 , A B C D E F' G H J L P 1"1 Q R S T V vi U X
8-2 I A B C D ,.., (' F H L J K V W p Q Il! N R U S X!.~ ,>8-;; I B A C D E F' G H J K L V Vi S T U ~·1 P Q, R X./9-1 I A B C D E F G H J L K S T M: P N Q R V \'J U X9-2 1 A B C D E F J K G L V vi S l' U X P R Iv!
9-3 I A C E J B D V F G L H S H K N Q p R U IJ X T
9-l~ I s: B C E G F H K J L R S T P M
I
r
r
f
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of 6 rhythmic patterns - E , C , D , E ,
F , G.
c. 11 of these authors agreed upon the ~~dition
of 8 rhythmic patterns. They are the same
as the additions in tlb, II plus H and J.
d. 7 of these authors agreed upon the addition
of 9 rhythmic patterns. They are the same
as in "c,1I plus L.
e. 6 of these authors agreed upon the addition
of 10 rhythmic patterns. They are the same
as in "0., II plus K.
f. Four other authors agreed upon the adelition
of 10 rhythmic patterns. They are the same,
as in "C, It plus K and L.
g. lIra definite amount of agreement can be seen
among the authors when more than 10 rhythmic
patterns were add.ed to the starting rhythm.
From the above figllres some d.isagreement can be seen. The
amount of agreement does increase as fewer specific rhythms are used.
r
I
4. 96% of the authors used rhythms of longer than one
beat to initiate rhythm into their methods.
5· 14% of the autho rs us ed 13 as their starting
rhythm.
6. 4% of the authors used C as their starting
rhythm.
The previous data indicates that a small amount of agreement
exists among the authors for the entire sequence of rhythmic pa tt erne ,
The following shows the break-down of the entire sequence of rhythms
into definite progressions.
Table XVII represent s the percentage of authors who used a
specific rhythmic pattern progression. The percentages are based upon
the freq_uency of use in rela.tion to the total number of methods.
8.3
TA8LE XVII
RlJ.YTHHIC PROGRESS IONS * --I H I N I:-
A I B I o D ' EI
A X I 62 2 1
B 1 12 I x f 60' 8 I 2 t
2 I
c 6 t 2 I x I 60 I 26 !
2 I 4 I
D 2 I 2 ! X I 58
, 12 I 12 I 2 I 2 I 2 I
2 I 4' 10 I X I 60 I 10
I 12 I 2 I
4 I , 1)-+ I x I 50 I 18
I 8 I 2 t
2 I I 12 1 X
I 1-+0' 26 I 2 I 6 ' 2 !
2 I 4 • 10 I 12
I x I 52 I 41 8 I 2
I
2 I 2 I
4 I 2 1 x I 42 I 42 I 2 I
2 I 2 I 2 I X I 28 I
4 I 2 t
2 ' 2
I 12 t ~. I ,6 I x 6 I
2 I
2 I' X 6 I
2 I X
2 I 8 ' 8 I
2 I
6 I
l.j. I 6 ' 2 I
2 I 2 I 41
2 I 2
I ! 26 I 2 I
2 I
I 10 I
41 2 I 2 1
2 I
2 I 4 1 2 I
2 I 12 I 2
I
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
N
p
R
s
T
u
v
x
34
TABLE XVII (Continued)
p
I Q I R S T U I V W X Las~J~Eythm
A
.8 2 I 2
C
D 2 I 2
E
F lt I
G 2 I 2 I 4'
H 2 , 2 I
J r 2 ! 2. I
K 4 I 2 I 18 I 2 I 4 ' 12 I 6 I L~
L 2 I -4 I 16 I 2 , 2 I 6 I 6 I
M 52
, 6 I 14 I 6 I Lt I 4
]IT 4 I 4 I 6 I 2 I 2 , 4
p X I 54 I 12
, 2 , I 4 I
Q 2 I X I 40 I 2 ! 2 , 4 I 2 I 4
R 6 I X , 10 1 2 1 20 I III t 12 , 4 I 16
s x I 76 I 2 , 2 I 2 I 4
T 4 I 6 I 6 I X I 26 I 6 I 2 I 6
u 2 I 2 I 8 I X 2 I 2 I 54 I 2
V 1+ I X I 46 I 6
\tV 6 I 2 1 2 I 12 1 I 14 I 6 I X 4 I 20
X 6 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 4 I 8 I 4' x 24
* The vertical line which includes the letter symbols for the specific
rhyt:Ymlicpatterna indicates rhythms which progress to the horizonta.l
line . o~ letter symbols. The above figures indicate percentages.
Implications of Table XVII
1. 100% of the authors used A rhythm.
a. The progression A to B was fa.vored by
the largest number of authors, 31.
b. The progression A to C was used by 14
authors •.
2. 90% of the authors used B rhythm.
a. 30 authors favored the B to C progression.
3. 100% of the author-s used the C rhythm.
a. The mont favored progression was from 0
to D by 30 of the authors.
i
l
4. 96% of the an.thors used the D rhythm.
a. The most favored progression was from D
to E by 29 of the authors.
5. 100% of the authors used the E rhythm.
a. The most favored progression by 30 of the
authors was from E to F.
6. 100'%of the authors used the F rhythm.
a. The most favored progression among 25 authors
was from F to G.
7. 93% of the authors used the G rhythm.
a. 20 authors favored the progression from G
to H.
b. 13 authors favored the progression from G
to J.
3. 98% of the authors used the H rhythm.
8.. The recognized progression anong 26 authora
was from H to J.
9. 100% of the authors used the J rhythm.
a. The authors were divided equally between two
86
rhythmic progressions. J to L and
J to K - 21 authors each.
10. 92% of the authors used the K rhyth..m ,
a. No highly favored }_)rogressionwa.spresent
among the authors from this rhythm.
(1) The largest number of authors, ll.~.
favored the progression K to L.
(2) Progressions K to S and K
to V were used by 9 and 6 a.uthors
respect ively.
(3) 11 other progressions were used
'by3 or less of the authors.
11. 100% of the authors used the L rbyt~~.
a. The authors are again divided as to the use
of a specific progression.
(1) The L to K progression with
18 of ·theauthors agreeing is
the highest.
(2) 12 other progressions were used
'by8 or less of the author s,
12. 96% of the authors used the N rhythm.
a. 26 of the authors reco~Jended the progression
from M to P.
13. 90% of the authors used the P rhythm.
a. The most exercised progression was from P
to ~ 'by27 of the authors.
14. 64% of the authors used the ~ rhythm.
a. 20 authors favored the progression ~ to
R.
15. 96% of the authors used the R rhYthm.
a. The authors were di"llidedas to their favored
progression.
-
(1) 10 authors endor sed the progression
from R to U, while the progres-
sions R to Y, R to i'l and
R to S were favored by 7, 6
and 5 authors respectively.
(2) g of the authors used R as their
last rhythm.
(3) 6 other progressions were used by
3 or less of the authors.
16. 94% of the authors used the S rhythm.
a. The most approved progression was from S
to T with 33 author s,
8g~~of the autho rs us ed the T rr.ythm.17·
a. Two progressions wer e eq_ual1y recommended by
the authors.
(1) T to M and T to U - 13
authors each.
18. 84% of the authors used the U rhythm.
a. The most recognized progression was from U
to X with 27 of the authors agreeing.
19. 64% of the authors used the V rhythm.
a. The most favored progression 'vas from Y
to W by 23 authors.
20. 78% of the ~llthors used the W rhythm.
a. Some disagre~~ent is shown in these progres-
sions.
(1) 10 authors used 1,'1 as the last
rhythm.
(2) 7 authors approved the progression
from ~J to U.
21. 68% of the authors used the X rhythm.
a. Disagreement was found in this progression.
(1) 12 authors used X as the last rhythm.
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(2) 6 authors used the progression X
to M.
(3) 4 authors used the progression X
to V.
(4) 8 other rhythmic patterns were used
by 3 or less of the authors.
22. Only 24]b of the authors used. the 1~ rhythmic pattern,
and the distribution as to a recognized progression
was scattered over 7 ~ossible progressions.
a. The progression from N to R shows the
largest amount of use, but by only 3 authors.
CH.APTER III
CON'CLUSIONS AND B.:EC01<~1ENl)ATIONS
complex and subjective dUe to the length and extent of measurements
The task of stating the conclusions of this study is rather
made in this thesis.
ment among the anthors from the standpoint of the frequency of use that
This chapter will express the amount of agreement or disagree-
each element received in the methods. The elements will be reviewed in
the order of their appearance in this thesis.
:Breath Marks
1. :Breath marks were used by SO% of the authors.
2. The average number of breath marks 1IlaS1131. 7·
9
2
% of the total number of authors agreed to within
a plus or minus 1.645 standexd deviations.
2% of the authors deviated 3 standard deviations plus
or minus.
I
I
I
3·
4.
1. The number counting syste.'ll\lTasused by 136% of the
authors.
Systems of counting
a. 46% of the authors agreed that only the number
counting system should be used.
b. 40% of the authors agreed that both the number
counting system and the foot beating syst~n
should be used.
2. Only 4% of the authors used the foot beating system
as their sole system.
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3· The counting for specific rhythmic patterns was distributed
over the two systems with many variations in each system.
Many authors did not indicate counting for each specific
rhythm.
Dynamic Markings
1. 50% or more of the authors agreed that each of the dynamic
mark Lngs should be used. However. the mez so-pd ano and
the fortissimo markings are used by less than 75%.
2. The agreement among the authors as to the })ercentage
of distribution of their total number of marks in each
method is unstable. The agreement is higher when fewer
author s use a specific marking th~n when the marking
is used by a larger number of authors.
3· The following percentages indicate the number of authors
who agreed to the amount of use of specific markings which
fell within the limits of a plus or minus 1.645 standard
deviations.
a. 90%
b. 94%
c. 92%
d. 92%
e. 90%
f. 94%
g. 94%
h. 94%
J
I
1,
crescendo
decrescendo
pianissimo
mezzo-piano
piano
mezzo-forte
forte
fortissimo
Fermata
1. 96% of the authors agreed that the fermata mark should be
used.
a. 88% of these authors agreed that the fermata mark
shOuld be used in the melodic line.
I
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b. 68% of these authors agreed that the fermata.mark
should be used at the fine.
c. Only 341> of these authors agreed that the fermatamarks are needed to establish tones or improve
tone quality.
2. The sum of the fermata marks I use fell within the limits
of a plus or minus 1.645 standard deviations in 94% of
the methods.
3. The nomenclature of the fermata sign \..ras point of
disagreement among the authors. The terms "fermata,"
"hold" and "pause" were used in about equal quantity and
used interchangably by some authors.
Fingering Charts
1. 76~ of the authors agreed that a fingering chart shoL~d
be used.
b. The average number of staffs should be 6.8.
a. The chart should include an average of 1.'+ pages.
c. 80~& of these authors agreed that the note sequence
should be Chromatic.
d. Only 1B% of these authors agreed that the instru-
ments' range should be broken down into registers.
e. 52% of these authors agreed that alternate finger-ings should be shown in the charts.
f. ']~hecharts in 66% of these methods "17erebound with
the publication.
2. 84% of the authors agreed that the fingering for all new
tones should be shOwn on the page where the tones were
in troduced.
3. 72% of the authors agreed that illustrations should be
inc!uded in their methods.
a. '£heaverage number of illustrations per method
was 5·1-
b. 61% of the illustrations were drawings.
(1
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General Statements !-taclein the Methods
1. Only two general statements were used by 75% or more of
the authors.
a. 76% of the authors stated their aims and objectives
in writing their method. The aims of each author
did not coincide exactly, but in general they
were to provide a better instruction book than
those published.
b. IICount,n a command to the pupil to coun t the
rhythm aloud or to himself, ,..as indicated in7S% of the methods.
2. 18 statements were used by 25% to 75% of the authors.
3. 12 statements were used by 10 to 24% of the authors.
Harmony
1. S2~ of the authors agreed that some form of harmony should
by used.
a. Duets 40 methods
b.' Trios 10 methods
c. Quartets 6 methods
d. Sextets 1 method
e. Solos with piano accompaniment 3 methods
2. 13 authors used a combination of two or more of the
preceding forms.
3. 28 authors used but only one of the preceding forms.
Melodies
1. 94% of the authors used familiar melodies in their methods
and indicated the titles and composers or sources of each
melody.
2. Of the 6s musicaJ. composi tiona which were used in 10% or
more of the methods, no composition was used in more than
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30 methods.
3. From 6 to 13 methods used 83.8% of the compositions in
this list.
4. These low figures and percentages do not necessarily
indicate a large amount of disagreement among the authors,
but that the field of musical compositions from which the
authors might choose their melodies is inexhaustible.
Musical Terms and Words
1. 121 musical terms and words were used by 10'% or more of
the authors.
2. 28 of these terms and words ver e used by 75% or more of
the authors.
3. From 25 to 75% of the authors used 45·5% of these terms
and words.
4. From 10 to 25% of the authors used 31.l~% of these terms
and words.
5. About 100 other terms and words were used by less than
10% of the authors.
6. The words "beats" and "counts" were used in equal "j)ortions
by the authors.
7. 'Thewords "exercise" and "study" were used in equal
portions by the authors.
Systems of Defining Terms and Words
1. 50% of the authors placed the definition of terms. signs,
symbols and words on the page where they were introduced.
2. 14% of the authors published a dictionary tyPe of glossary
with an average of 2.5 columns per method.
3. 18% of the authors published both a glossary and defined
terms etc. throughout their methods.
Repeat r.1arkings
1. The repeat markings found in the methods investigated
grou-ped themselves into five classifications:
a. Double bar to double bar 90% of the authors
b. First and second endings 84% of the authors
c. Short double bar to double bar 76% of the authors
d. Da Capo
e. Dal Seguo
68% of the authors
54% of the authors
2. The following percentages indicate the average percentage
of use of the repeat markings throughout the five classifi-
cations:
~~.42.96%
b. 30.96%
c. 17.96%
d. 6.06%
e. 2.18%
short double bar to doubl,e bar repeat s
first and. second endings
double bar to double bar repeats
Da Capo repeats
Dal Segno repeats
Meter Sequence
1. ~~%of the authors agreed that the starting; meter should
be commontime, and 38% of the author s agr eed that f our-
four meter should be the starting meter.
2. No agreement was present among the authors when the entire
sequence was considered.
3. The average number of meters per method was 6.7.
4. The following sequence of six meters is recommended by
the writer. This sequence is based upon the information
found in this study:
a. Commontime to four-four to three-four to two-
four to six-e~ght to cut time.
Sequence of Rhythms
1. The average number of r~ythmic patterns per method was 20.1.
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2. Very little agreement. was found among the authors when
the entire rhythmic sequence was consf der ed ,
3. 96% of the authors used A, E, C, or D as their
starting rhythm.
a. 78% of this group agreed that A was the most
logical starting rhythm.
b. 100%of these authors used commontime as their
starting meter.
4. The \111'itel' has established a sequence of tVJenty-one
rbythrrlic patterns. '.rhe following sequence is based
upon information obtained from this study:
a.. A,
S,
E, C, D,
T, r.1, P,
E, ]\ G,
Q., R, U,
H, J, L, K,
X, V. W.
As a final state~ent, the writer believes that with better
methods and further research within this phas e of music education,
the mortality rate in instrumental music could be reduced and that
more children could pa;r-ticipate in instrumental music and progress
to a higher degree of efficiency and at a greater rat e of speed; thus,
conservin.g the human resources of both the pupil and the teacher.
APPENDIX
Key to 14ethods
I
j
A revised edition of the De';Jreyclassification system has been
used. throughout this study in ord.er to condense "lri tten space and to
eliminate the unnecessary duplications of the full title and author for
each method. Sufficient bibliographic information ,,,ith the classifica-
tion and accession number is given in this .Appendix.
The following is the division of methods by instruments followed
by the revised De\"ey classification number:1
Trumpet methods
Trombone methods
Tuba methods
French horn methods
Flute methods
Clarinet methods
Oboe methods
Bassoon methods
Saxophone methods
1
2
a
g
7
8
9
I . Jm accession number was added to the revised classification
number in the order that each method was investigated.
l.
Lake Placid:
Helvil Dewey, Decimal Classification anel Relative Index.
Forrest Press, 1932. 13th ed. no paging.
I
j
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INSTRUH!;:NTAL HE'r:HODS
INVESTIGATED IN THIS STUDY
wi th the accession and the modified Dewey numbers
1-1 Pease, Donald J.
1-2 Edwards, Austyn R.
1-3 Skornicka, Joseph
1-4 Robinson, A. F.
1-5 Lillya, Clifford
1-6 Hindsley, Hark H.
1-7 Johnson, Harold M.
1-5 Ruddick, J. L.
1-9 Young, Lucille E.
1-10 Smith, Claude
1-11 Van Deusen, G. ':1.
2-1 Long, N. H.
2-2 Weeler, Amos G.•
2-5 Cimera, Jaroslav
2-4 Buchtel, Forrest
2-5 Maddy, J E. & Giddings,
T. P.
;-1 Hovey, Ni10 W.
3-2 Cailliet, Lucien
3-:5 Huff, Gal'dner
3-4 Vereecken, Ben
J
I
I
4-1 Eidson, Alonzo D.
Fl.ammer l e New Progressive rv1ethod
Edwar da-Hovey Method
Boosey & Hawke s Instrumental
Course
Rubank Elementary Me-thod
Cornet },fethod
Music Educators Basic Method
Mills Elementary Nethod
Young's Elementary Hethod
Smith, Yoder, Bach~an Ensemble
Band Nethod
Rubar~ Elementary Band Course
Rubank Elementary Method
Mills Elementary Method
Cimera-Hovey Method for Trombone
Trombone Method
Universal Teacher
Rubank Elementary Method
Method for Saxophone
Saxophone. }liethad
J~mior Saxophone Method
Belwin French Horn Method
1935
1940
1946
1957
1937
1945
1945
1931
1959
1939
193)+
1945
1940
1936
1923
19;4
1941
19;6
1926
1947
4-2 Horner, Anton Primary Studies 1959
Lt-3 Guerrera, Anthony Method. for Horn 1936
4-4 Pottag, Max P.. Pottag-Hovey Method for French
Horn 1959
5-1 Peterson, A. C. Rubank Elementary 1,1ethod 1951).
5-2 Fair, Rex E1ton Fl ute Method 1956
5-:5 Eck, Emil lc1ethod for F1ute 19La
5-4 Freeman, Elvin L. Robbins lI-1odernSchoolBand Method 1947
6-1 Hendrickson, Clarence V. M~thod for Clarinet 19}+l
6-2 1,,'hietler, Harvey S. Hodern Klose-Lazarus 1941
6-3 Hovey, Nilo \I. Rubank Elementary Hethod 1933
6-4 Gekeler, Kenneth Bel \'1in Clarinet Met.hod 19418
6-5 GOVIer,\'fillial!! Modern Clarinet Method 1958
6-6 Liegle, Leopold Music Educators Basic jJ[ethod 1937
6-7 DeCaprio, Domenico Clarinet Method 1939
6-8 Herfurth, C~ P. Tune a Day Method 1941
6-11 \vhite, Harry L. Colels Clarinet Method
1937
1945
1952
6-9 Roesler, E. V. Clarinet JVIethod
6-10 Nanring, Ernest Mills Elementary Nethod
6-12 Webster, Melville Selmer Elementary Instructor 1952
6-15 'l"dylor, Maurice D. Easy Steps to the Band 1959
7-1 Geke'l er , Kenneth Method for Oboe
8-2 Fields, Dall Bassoon Method
1937
1955
1937
1941
7-2 Boer ema, Gil bert Oboe Method
8-1 Skor nd ck a , .Jos eph Rubank E1emen tary Method
8-5 Lentz, Don Method for Bassoon
9-1 ':I,'eber, Fred
9-2 Ku1m, John
9-3 Clarke, Harry F.
9-'+ Endresen, Ray r.I.
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Bel vIin El ementary Band Method
Kuhn-Cimera Method
Hills Elementary Method Tuba.
I\1ethod for 8Bb rruba
1945
1941
19l1-5
1957
-- - __ - - --------
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Key to Rhytrmic Patterns
The follovfin2: is a list of letter symbols idth their representative
rhythmic patterns v-Thichare employed in Part 11b and in Chapter III.
RHYTHMIO PAT'rSRNSLET'TR.R. SYW30LS
A o
B ---------~-----
o
D
E
F
G
H
J
+ .,0
K
L I "tI·,
M
N
p --------------~~
AI____ . ~ ..-I-,~,t--Q
R 19,t ,
s .6 fTl,,__
8----9.-t·_;_t-
,f " )
T
u
v
w
x 11, til
I..
I
I
1
r
:BIELlOGMPBY
:BOOKS
:Boston r.~usic ce..,
.Annett, Thomas.
1938.
Music in the Rural School.----------
Easton:
Barr, A. S., Bur ton, 11. s. and Brueckner, L. J. s",pel"V i s ion. NewYork,
D. Appleton-Century Co. Inc .• 19t~7.
Coles, H. C. ed. Grove's Dietion"£![ 2i. li'Osic ~ Musician.!!,. NewYork'
Macmillan Co., 1928.
1-]hatto Listen for in Music...--- ...--~
New York: '''hittlesey
Copland, Aaron.
House, 1934.
Croxton, Frederick E. and. Cowden, DudlY J. ~pli~ ~a!. ~tetistics.
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc •• 1939·
Dewey, Melvil. Decimal Classification and Relative Index. Leke placid'
F.orrest Press, 1932. 13th ed- ~ - ;;;_---
Eidson, JUonzo. Introducing an Instrumental ()uidan
ce
Progr"'" in ~
~ ~chool. Indianapoilis, Jordan conse,.vatO'ry of Music, 19lJll.
Good, Carter V., Barr, A. S. and Scates, D. E. The Methodolo~2i.
Educational Research. NeWYork' D. Appleton-Century cs.. 19
1
.
Mursall James L. EdU.cati£_!!fo:c Musical Growt~. NewYork' Ginn & Co.,
19413. '
Music in .American Schools. N°ewYork: Silver :Burdett Co.,
___.~- ~-
Normann , Theodor.e F. Instrumental Music in the Public School. phila-
a
_--
~e1phia: Oliver Ditson Co., 1939·
Perkins, Cella L. BOwto Teach Music ~ Children. Chicago: Rall &
McCreary Co., 1936.- - .-.-
Righter, Charles B. Success ~ Teach~ ~61. Orchestras ~ Band.!!,.
Minneapolis: Paul A. Schmitt Co., 1945.
Seabrook, Bagster R. Seabrook's Busin.s.!!, Manual £_!!Handling co~utation~.
New York: W. E. Conkey, 1926.
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Sorenson, Herbert. Psycholo~ ~ ~ucation. New York: McGraw-Rill
Book Co., 1940.
Stringham, Edwin J. Lis tening_ ~ Iviusic Creativell' New York: Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1946.
Van Bo dengr-av en , Paul. ~ School Music Cono_uctor. Chicago: Hall &
McCreary Co., 1942.
Weber. Fred. Belwin Elemental'Y ~ Method. NewYork: Belwin Inc.,
1945.
Wersen. Louis G. ~thmic Foundation Through prumming. New York: Carl
Fischer. 1939.
Wilson, Ha.rry R. Music ~ ~ Hi@. School. Ne1tlYork: Silver Burdett
Co., 1941.
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